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Ordered, That a joint special committee to consist of four members of the senate
to be appointed by the president thereof, and eleven members of the house of
representatives to be appointed by the speaker thereof, is hereby established for
the purpose of completing the study and investigation of the reorganization of the
correctional system and such other subject matter of senate document numbered
seven hundred and fifty of the year nineteen hundred and fifty-five as it may deem
necessary or desirable. Said committee shall be furnished with quarters in the
state house or elsewhere, may hold public hearings, may travel within and without
the commonwealth, shall have the power to summons witnesses and to require the
production of books, records and papers as it deems necessary. Said committee
may expend for legal, clerical and other services the balance available in item
0110-60 of section two of chapter seven hundred and eighty-four of the acts of
nineteen hundred and fifty-five, and the balance available in item 0110-60 of sec-
tion two of chapter six hundred and eighty-eight of the acts of nineteen hundred
and fifty-six. Said committee may sit during the recess of the general court, and
may report thereto from time to time the results of its investigation and study and
its recommendations, if any, together with drafts of legislation necessary to carry
such recommendations into effect, and shall file its final report with the clerk of
the house not later than the third Wednesday in June, nineteen hundred and
fifty-seven.
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Cfie Commontocalt!) of sg»assaciuioctts

ORDER CREATING THE COMMITTEE



Cfte CommontoealtJ) of Q^assacijusctts

Sen. Leslie B. Cutler, Chairman.
Rep. John W. Costello, Vice Chairman
Sen. Harold R. Lundgren.

Sen. Mary L. Fonseca.
Sen. Francis X. McCann.
Rep. Richard R. Caples.
Rep. John T. Tynan.

Rep. Alvin G. Tamkin.
Rep. Frank B. Oliveira
Rep. Stanislaus G. Wondolowski
Rep. William H. Finnegan.

Rep. David J. O’Connor.
Rep. Frank S. Giles, Jr.
Rep. Ralph W. Cartwright, Jr
Rep. William F. Nourse.
Rep. Charles W. Wilkinson. 1
Rep. John F. Thompson. 2

Rep. Francis J. Hickey. 2

Albert S. Prevtte, Jr., Esq., Counsel to the Committee.
Jeremiah F. Buckley, Esq., Consultant to the Committee

1 Deceased Aug. 22, 1957.
2 Resigned Feb. 6, 1958.

MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE.



Cl)e CommontoealtJ) of 80a$sacfni0etts

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.

The Special Committee on the Reorganization of the Correc-
tional System was established in the 1957 session of the General
Court by the Committee on Rules of the two branches acting con-
currently. The Order (H. 2691) was adopted by the House on
March 6, 1957, and by the Senate on March 12.

Subsequently current Documents (1957) House, No. 1786, rela-
tive to the appointment and qualifications of parole board members;
House, No. 399, to allow retirement of Correction Department
employees after twenty years of service at age of fifty-five years;
House, No. 1058, to relieve the shortage of medical services in the
Department of Correction; House, No. 2941, providing for the
segregation and treatment of sex offenders, so called, were referred
to the Special Committee. Senate, No. 713 was adopted June 19,
extending the time for the Special Committee to report to the
fourth Wednesday in January, 1958.

In January, 1958, the time for the Committee to make its final
report rvas again extended to the fourth Tuesday in April (House,
No. 2562). In 1958 current Documents House, No. 789, relative
to the so-called Huber law of Wisconsin and similar laws relating
to non-custodial facilities; House, No. 1748, relative to allowing

time off for blood donations; House, No. 1750, relative
to a further deduction of sentence for good conduct while confined
at a prison camp; House, No. 2108, relative to permitting voluntary
work for the Commonwealth by certain inmates of correctional
institutions; and House, No. 2120, relative to the allowance of
time off to prisoners for the donation of blood for certain cases, were
referred to the Special Committee.

REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE AUTHORIZED
TO STUDY THE REORGANIZATION OF THE COR-

* RECTIONAL SYSTEM.
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At the first meeting of the Committee, held on April 24, 1957,
there was a short discussion of the Wessell Report, Senate, No. 750
of 1955. At the second meeting, May 8, the Committee was organ-
ized with Senator Cutler, chairman, Representative Thompson,
vice chairman, and Representative Costello as clerk. It was with
very real regret on the part of all members of the Committee that
the untimely death of Representative Wilkinson on August 22,
1957 deprived us of his conscientious work and valued advicen
In his place, Rep. William F. Nourse was appointed in September
1957. On February 5, 1958, Representative Thompson and Rep-

resentative Hickey were replaced with Rep. William H. Finnegan
and Rep. David J. O’Connor. On February 6, 1958, Representative
Costello was elected vice chairman.

The Committee has held a total of 28 meetings, including four
executive hearings, and attended three conferences called by
Governor Furcolo on penal matters. The Committee has officially
visited four of the correctional institutions in Massachusetts
(Walpole, Norfolk, Concord and Framingham) with members of
sub-committees and individual members making manyr other 1 visits;
several consultations were held with former 1 Commissioner Russell
Oswald and Commissioner Arthur Lyman. In Julyr

, 1957, correc-
tion officers attended an executive meeting to discuss matters of
importance to them., and an interview was arranged in February,
1958, with Mrs. Betty Smith before her appointment as superin-
tendent of the Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Framing-
ham. Albert S. Previte, Jr., was appointed counsel to the Com-
mittee August 6, 1957, and Jeremiah Buckley as consultant to the
Committee on October 15. At the urgent request of Commissioner
Lyman, and all heads of correctional institutions, the Committee
filed a bill in July, 1957 (House, No. 3363), changing the name of
“Principal Officer” and “Assistant Principal Officer” to “Superin-
tendent” and “Assistant Superintendent.” This was enacted and
is Chapter 777 of the Acts of 1957.

In August, during the recess of the General Court, Senator Cutler
was authorized by the Committee to make a trip to Wisconsin to
visit the Women’s Institution which has a national reputation.
Through the courtesy of Commissioner Oswald, Mr. Roland
Hershman, Supervisor of Institution Services in Wisconsin, met
Senator Cutler in Fond du Lac August 22. It was of great assistance
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to discuss many penal problems with Mr. Hershman, including
the five years of experience with a sex-psychopath law in effect in
Wisconsin. He took Senator Cutler to the Wisconsin State Prison
on August 22, and the next day they visited the Women’s Institution
at Taycheedah. A more detailed report of this Wisconsin trip is
submitted herewith in Supplement A.

In November, eleven members of the Committee and Mr. Previte,
counsel, made a trip to New York, Washington, D. C., New Jersey,

Maryland, West Virginia and North Carolina. The purpose was
to make an intensive study of women’s correctional institutions.
In New York a conference was held with former Commissioner
Russell Oswald, now a member of the Parole Board of New York,
and Mr. Will C. Turnbladh, Executive Secretary of the National
Probation and Parole Association, and a member of the Wessell
Committee in 1955 that made the study of the Massachusetts
prisons. In Washington, D. C., wre had an all-day conference with
Mr. James V. Bennett, Director of the Federal Bureau of Prisons,
and his staff, and Senator Cutler also conferred with members of the
Federal Parole Board. We visited women’s institutions in New
Jersey and Maryland, the Diagnostic Center at Menlo Park, New
Jersey, the Federal Reformatory for Women in Alderson, West
Virginia, and the State School for Girls at Eagle Springs, North
Carolina. The Committee wishes to express great appreciation to
alj the many people who made our trip so informative and worth
while. A more detailed report will be found submitted herewdth in
Supplement B.

Massachusetts Correctionai Institution at Framingham.

The principal wmrk of the Committee since July 31, 1957, was a
comprehensive study and investigation of the Women’s Massachu-
setts Correctional Institution at Framingham.

The sub-committee on Prison Industries, Senator McCann,
Representatives Thompson, Tamkin anti Wilkinson, reported to
the full Committee on July 31 that they had visited Framingham
on July 22, 1957.

A report of Representative Wilkinson, submitted in writing,
states that they found very poor conditions in the sewing rooms,
with machines so old and obsolete it was impossible to repair them.
One row of 10 was idle because no parts can bo secured to repair
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them. The flag-making room also had poor machines, not enough
easels for the stencil work and very poor lighting. The hennery was
also visited as the women work there. On July 25 a second visit
was made by Senator McCann and Representative Wilkinson, and
they talked with Miss O’Keefe, Acting Superintendent, owing to the
illness of Dr. Van Waters, who was on sick leave and due to retire on
October 31, 1957. On this visit they went through the entire institu-
tion and Senator McCann stated to the Committee that there waj
an utter lack of discipline, the industrial program was a farce,
there was documentary information that there is a disgraceful situa-
tion at the institution. He urged the Committee to start an investi-
gation at once, bringing some of the employees in before the Com-
mittee. After discussion, the Committee voted to look further into
the conditions at Framingham.

On August 6, 1957, an executive hearing was held, with six persons,
all employees at Framingham, summoned by the Committee to
appear. All witnesses were requested (and none objected) to give
their testimony under oath and a court stenographer was present.
Owing to tire recess of the General Court, action was postponed
until the next meeting of the Committee, September 9. It was then
voted that a further investigation be made, and that the Committee
secure the services of a person competent to undertake it. A sub-
committee was appointed to interview any prospects and report to
the full Committee on October 15, 1957. On that date the sub-
committee stated that, after careful consideration and several inter-
views, the unanimous recommendation was that Mr. Jeremiah
Buckley, an attorney and a former agent of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation for thirteen years, be retained as consultant, as the
sub-committee believed him to be competent, experienced and fully
capable of making the investigation desired at Framingham. The
Committee talked with Mr. Buckley and then voted that he be
retained, and that a full investigation and inquiry into conditions
at Framingham be made under his direction.

Mr. Buckley conducted the investigation at Massachusetts
Correctional Institution, Framingham, from November, 1957, to
January, 1958. He was assisted, through the courtesy of General
Otis Whitney, Commissioner of Public Safety, by members of the
State Police. On December 10, 1957, Mr. Buckley submitted a
preliminary report to the Committee and a full report on January
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8, 1958. The Committee made
then decided to hold executive
correctional officers and others
appear before the Commission.

a careful study of the report and
hearings requesting some of the
interviewed by Mr. Buckley to
Three such hearings were held

February 6, 1958, February 13, 1958, and March 11, 1958. A total
of fourteen persons testified before the Committee, which included
a good cross section of the staff and employees. On March 11, 1958,
\he Committee voted to send Commissioner Lyman a list of fourteen

for changes to be made at Framingham in the
administration of the institution.

On March 21, 1958, a copy of Mr. Buckley’s confidential report
was transmitted to Governor Furculo, Attorney General Fingold
and Commissioner Lyman. An outline of the investigation is
submitted in Supplement C.

The Investigation.

The investigation was predicated on the following allegations
and charges:

1. Homosexuality had been allowed to exist at Framingham
uncontrolled mainly because of the open-door policy in effect there.

2. There had been use of a state-owned house on the grounds for
an immoral purpose.

3. Harmful drugs, barbiturates, etc., had been available to in-
mates excessively.

4. Breakdown of morale among the staff members and of discipline
in the inmate population.

5. Unsupervised visits and keys were distributed to inmates.
6. Hard core inmates had control of inmates and were out of

control.
Commissioner Otis Whitney, Massachusetts State Police, was

requested to assist, and did so by making available the following-
named members of that efficient organization:
W Lt. Mary Kirkpatrick, officer in charge of state policewomer

Corporal Charles Rollins
Trooper John L. Barry.
Trooper Peter Haranas.
Trooper Leroy Houchin.

Their services were invaluable, and it was recommended that
they be given special commendation by Commissioner Whitney.
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It should be noted that during Dr. Van Waters’ administration,
and while Miss Margaret O’Keefe was Acting Superintendent, the
following reported incidents occurred that were clearly detrimental
to the purposes for which the Massachusetts Correctional Institu-
tion, Framingham, was established. It should be further noted
that at the time the investigation was actually started in Novem-
ber of 1957, Dr. Van Waters had retired.

In order that there may be no misunderstanding, your Com-
mittee wishes to state clearly and emphatically that it is
heartedly .sympathetic to any and every effort toward the rehabili-
tation of inmates of the state penal institutions, but only when
those efforts are blended with hard-headed realism. Without this
ingredient, rehabilitative efforts have too often failed. This com-
ment is based on observation of more successful programs in federal
and state penal institutions visited by your Committee, and also
on conferences with outstanding authorities in the correctional
field.

Type of Institution.
Framingham serves as the institution for confinement of women

who are convicted of felonies as well as those who are punishable
by imprisonment in jails and houses of correction, but may, at the
discretion of the court, be sentenced to Framingham rather than
to a jail or house of correction.

A review of the legislation with regard to Massachusetts Correc-
tional Institution, Framingham, makes it clear that regardless of
what it is named, this is the maximum security prison for adult
women in Massachusetts. It is also the medium security and the
minimum security penal institution. In other words, Framingham
has been administered as a three-in-one institution over the years,
but the general program in effect has been one of minimum security.
This, it is believed, is the crux of the problem which exists at Massa-
chusetts Correctional Institution, Framingham, because of the di-
versity of the types of prisoners received at the institution.

At the present time there are five inmates serving long terms, two
of them serving life for murder. In addition, there are other pris-
oners serving time for serious offences, some for minor offences, and
then there are a few defective delinquents, and a rather large alco-
holic section, and, to further complicate matters, some minors who
have been transferred, through court action, from the Youth Serv-
ice Board Institution for Girls at Lancaster.
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With regard to alcoholic commitments by the court, since 1956
the new legislation designates Framingham as the only Institution
where females sentenced on this charge may be held, and the sen-
tence must be no longer than six months, with the proviso that
after sixty days, recommendation by the doctor in charge of the
alcoholic clinic in said institution with approval of the superintend-
ent, may effect a discharge of the alcoholic.

The point that the Committee desires to make here is that the
Correctional Institution, Framingham, serves as the

sole place of confinement for adult women prisoners (aside from city
jails and houses of correction) as contrasted with the fact that
there are at least six male correctional institutions in Massachusetts
ranging from minimum security at the State Forest Camps in Carver
and Monroe, through Concord and Norfolk, up to Walpole where
the maximum security prisoners are kept.

Statistics on Inmate Population.

While at Massachusetts Correctional Institution, Framingham,
figures were requested with regard to the population, and these
figures are set forth for informational purposes. They cover the
period of November 19 to November 22, 1957.

There were 170 to 176 women confined at the institution.
As requested by the Committee, a survey of the offences for which

committed was prepared by the staff and covers the period from
January to September, 1957. It must be borne in mind that this
refers to offences rather than the particular offender. The figures
reveal that commitments were as follows: 24 per cent for morals
offences; 46 per cent for drunkenness; 30 per cent for larceny and
other offences.

Statistics OxN Recidiv

A Figures were requested of the staff on the total number of inmates
m residence and the percentage of returnees for the same period,
and the following was furnished:

1. Number of inmates in residence 170 to 17G
2. Number confined on revocation of parole (nine of these were al

listed as “returnees” below) QO

3. Number of returnees at Framingham other than alcoholics and
“revokes” 64

4. Number of alcoholics in north wi 34 to 39
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There were 77 out of 136 inmates returned to the institution to
serve additional time, or approximately 57 per cent, which is de-
cidedly contrary to the oft-stated figure of 85 per cent rehabilita-
tion (or 15 per cent returnees). This is of grave concern to the
Committee.

As of further value to the Committee, there was obtained from
the Department of Correction statistics with regard to paroles from
Massachusetts Correctional Institution, Framingham, and warrants,
issued for parole violations during the fiscal years 1950 to 1956, and
it appears that the number of warrants issued for parole violation
has risen steadily from a low of 29 in 1950 to a high of 71 in 1956.

The investigation continued through November and December of
1957 and into January of 1958, and was comprised of interviews of
the staff, both inside and outside of the institution; interviews of
inmates; and over three weeks spent at the institution in examining
records and observing the daily life of the institution.

Findings of the Committee.
The Committee met in executive session on January 8, 1958, with

Attorney Jeremiah Buckley and Lt. Mary Kirkpatrick, Massachu-
setts State Police, and after studying the results of the investiga-
tion, made the following, unanimous, statement of its findings:

1. Prostitution did exist on the grounds at Framingham. The Superintendent
and staff members were made aware of it but did not report it to the proper law
enforcement officer, in this case, the District Attorney of Middlesex County.

2. Liquor and drugs had been smuggled in to inmates, sometimes by members of
the correctional force. (One has been fired and one has now resigned.) Unsuper-
vised visits contributed to such smuggling.

3. There had been excessive use of barbiturates, harmful drugs and their deriva-
tives.

4. The percentage of returnees at Framingham was 57 per cent at the time of
the investigation, in contrast to the 3 per cent in women’s institutions visited by
the Committee in Wisconsin, New Jersey, Maryland, California, and at the Fed-
eral Institution, Alderson, West Virginia. (Returnees are parole violators or former
inmates convicted of another crime.)

5. The rate of escapes is far in excess of similar institutions visited by the
Committee outside Massachusetts, and it is on the increase. In the past year of
1957, over 12 escaped from Hodder Cottage which has a capacity of 35. There is
no proper prosecution or disciplinary standards for punishment of escapees.

6. Children of inmates have been kept up to the age of four years, while the
other women’s institutions visited did not keep children beyond the age of three
or four months. There were 19 children at the institution at the time of this survey.
The age of the children ranged from 18 days to 3}4 years of age.
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The children are raised under nursery conditions and do not all have constant
care from and contact with the mothers.

One child had been born at the] institution! and had remained there constantly
to the age of 3Li years, even though the mother had been once released on parole
and later returned as a parole violator.

7. The cost of the institution’s medical program in the last two fiscal years was
more than the medical costs at other comparable state institutions, and in fiscal
year 1954 exceeded by several thousand dollars that of a state hospital having nine
times as many patients.

AB. There was a lax method of supervision of visitors. Male and female visitors
irere allowed to visit with inmates in their “cells.” Unsupervised visits on the
grounds away from the institution have been common.

9, With regard to general discipline and morale, on a percentage basis, it was
good, but the small percentage of belligerents and non-conformists had become an
increasingly dominant force, and at the time of this survey was out of control.
This was especially so because of the “open door” policy which had prevailed for
about three years and applied to all inmates. The trouble at present is that the
aggressive homosexuals and trouble makers have continued to enjoy this “open
door” policy despite incidents of escaping, assaulting officers and practicing un-
natural acts! This has helped to lower morale and discipline more than any-
thing.

10. New prisoners have been admitted in the so-called Annex which is located
right on the corridor by which all of the population go to the hospital area and have
thereby been fully exposed to the hard-core and homosexuals who have taken ad-
vantage of this accessibility and indoctrinated the new admissions. A very bad
situation according to all of the persons interviewed.

During the entire period of the investigation, these conditions
were pointed out to the Acting Superintendent and other staff
members.

In addition, Attorney Buckley had a number of conferences with
Commissioner Arthur Lyman and furnished information to him on
these conditions. As a result, some of the final written recom-
mendations of the Committee were initiated at an early date by
Commissioner Lyman and Acting Superintendent Margaret Wal-
dron, who were very co-operative.

& After issuing its findings to the appropriate authorities and to the
the Committee then held three executive sessions and per-

sonally interviewed therein fourteen of the members of the Reform-
atory staff who confirmed the investigative findings in all essential
portions.

The Committee then studied all of the results and prepared a list
of recommendations for corrective action after discussing them gen-
erally in executive session with Commissioner Lyman.
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Recommendations to Commissioner Lyman.

The Special Legislative Commission on the Correctional System
in transmitting the report of the investigation by Attorney Jeremiah
F. Buckley at the Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Fram-
ingham, as authorized by this Committee, made the following
recommendations to the Commissioner of Corrections, Arthur T.
Lyman, which it is firmly believed must be put into effect by the
Commissioner prior to the assumption of office by the incoming’
superintendent in order to strengthen discipline and morale at the
Framingham institution and prevent recurrence of the conditions
uncovered by this Legislative Committee during the investigation
of reference.

The Committee believes that when a new superintendent is ap-
pointed and her authority is respected, the program of rehabilita-
tion, including industrial and educational training, recreation and
spiritual assistance, will bring about the desired results.

I. It is strongly recommended that the Massachusetts Cor-
rectional Institution, Framingham, be integrated more closely
into the Department of Correction in Massachusetts so that its
general governing policies will more consistently be aligned with
the general governing policy of the Department itself. It is
further recommended that monthly meetings of departmental
administrators and the superintendents of the institutions be
held so that consistency with regard to special problems may be

Problems peculiar to the handling
issed there in more detail by the
ts Correctional Institution, Fram-

the outcome of such meetings. 1
of women inmates can be discu;
Superintendent of Massachusett
ingham.

11. A complete set of rules
up in writing under the directic

nd regulations must be drawn
of the Commissioner, Depart-

ment of Correction, in consultation with his staff. There has not
been an approved set of Rules for Massachusetts Correctional
Institution, Framingham, since those approved by the Governor
and his Council on October 31, 1923.

111. There must be a maximum security program drawn up
to go along with the physical area set aside for this purpose, and
a clear, disciplinary incentive aspect to it. Segregation and
(where absolutely necessary in cases of aggressive homosexuals
and belligerent non-conformists) isolation, with a program for
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each segregation and isolation unit, has to be introduced and
should solve most of the difficulties that have been impeding the
enlightened, rehabilitative features of the correctional program
at Massachusetts Correctional Institution, Framingham. In this
connection, the open-door policy now in effect should be revised
and denied to the “trouble-makers” until they earn this reward.

IV. The Receiving Annex should be relocated immediately
so that the new admissions are not exposed to indoctrination

A by the “hard-core” segment, as has been the case. Eventually
a separate Reception Center should be built, with complete
medical, psychiatric and social service staff quarters for admis-
mission interviews and classification. At present all inmates
have almost immediate access to new inmates.

V. Liaison should be set up and the program inaugurated
with the Massachusetts State Police in Framingham to be noti-
fied of riots, assaults, escapes, etc., such as is in effect at all other
correctional institutions in the State. In addition, all violations
of law, actual or alleged, as well as prosecutions for escapes,
should be immediately referred to the district attorney, Middlesex
County. This procedure has been in effect m the other correc-
tional institutions.

VI. A medical director, or, preferably, a Board of Medical
Consultants, three in number and including as one member a
specialist in psychiatry, should be created to study and correlate
the medical programs in all of the institutions under the Depart-
ment of Correction, with special emphasis on administration of
barbiturates, harmful drugs and the new tranquilizers. The
supervising psychiatrist could be of great help to the psychologists
at the institutions who would welcome such aid, especially in the
suggested treatment for the homosexual cases.

A clinic for narcotic addicts should be set up at Framingham
similar to the alcoholic clinic authorized by the Legislature, and
it is strongly recommended that the program now being followed
in the State of California by utilizing a particularly new drug
known as N-alline for the purposes of rehabilitation and later
supervision on parole be adopted for usage in Framingham for
the women and also at Bridgewater for the men.

VII. The entire policy of receiving and keeping babies and
growing children for indeterminate periods at Massachusetts
Correctional Institution, Framingham, must be re-examined.
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The law permitting the consignment of children to Massachusetts
Correctional Institution, Framingham, is a hundred years old,
and does not provide for any supervision, or review, of the length
of time a child may be kept there. The latter observation also
applies to the situation where a child is born to a woman already
serving a sentence at Massachusetts Correctional Institution,
Framingham. The more enlightened procedure seems to be well
settled ; namely, the placing of the child as soon as possible, in a
family group. This can be accomplished by placing the child
with the parents or other relative, or in a temporary, approved
foster home. The children now at Massachusetts Correctional
Institution, Framingham, should be removed, and the Division
of Child Guardianship, Department of Public Welfare, should
arrange forthwith to place them with relatives or in foster homes.
The Committee will recommend legislation on this matter.

VIII. A Board of Discipline, patterned along the lines of the
Federal Reformatory for Women, Alderson, West Virginia,
should be set up and establish consistent and fair, but also real-
istic, disciplinary rules of conduct, behavior and responsibilities
for those confined in the institution.

IX. Fraternization of the officers and staff, either inside or,
more particularly, outside the institution, should be forbidden,
as is the rule in most, if not all, correctional systems. This frat-
ernization at the Massachusetts Correctional Institution, Fram-
ingham, has generated numerous unhealthy incidents in and out
of the institution. No officer or employee should be allowed to
donate gifts or presents or favors to any inmate. Disciplinary
action should be taken if there is wrongdoing or negligence on
the part of any personnel now remaining on duty at Massachu-
setts Correctional Institution, Framingham, as reported by Mr.
Buckley. The Committee will recommend repeal of chapter 438,
Acts of 1956.

X. The present policy of court “transfers” ftom Lancaster
School for Girls to Massachusetts Correctional Institution, Fram-
ingham, should be stopped. Lancaster should provide its own
disciplinary program for these juveniles who are unruly. Con-
versely, Massachusetts Correctional Institution, Framingham,
as stated in Recommendation No. 111, herein, must provide its
own maximum security quarters (segregation and isolation) for
its unruly and violent segment, and should discontinue the general
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practice of transferring the maximum security and escape risks
to houses of correction. It is the intent of the Committee to look
further into this situation to insure that each of the institutions
accepts and discharges its legal responsibilities in this field.

XL All visitors to Massachusetts Correctional Institution,
Framingham, be carefully screened and approved by the Super-
intendent; that all visits to inmates be supervised by the presence
of a correction officer at all times; that no visitors be allowed in
any room or cell of any inmate.

XII. The Prison Industries program at Massachusetts Correc-
tional Institution, Framingham, should be also reviewed, with three
improvement objectives:

(a) Transfer of the poultry and knitting operations to other
units in the state correctional system, and increasing the employ-
ment in the flag room and the sewing room to materially and more
efficiently reduce the backlog of orders therein, and thereby also
reduce the net losses over the past fiscal years. Obsolete, idle
machines should be replaced in the flag and sewing rooms.

(5) The flags and the bleached sheets now selling at less than
book cost should be priced to sell at a figure nearer the actual book
cost (see State Auditor’s Report for fiscal year 1956), thus putting
these industries on an efficient and logical paying basis.

(c) The addition of practical and realistically modern, industrial
and other courses, such as hairdressing, dressmaking, typing and
secretarial.

The Committee heartily endorses the budget request for
$60,000 for new machinery to improve the industrial program at
Massachusetts Correctional Institution, Framingham. The Com-
mittee will be glad to assist in contacting firms with a view to
securing equipment for such a new program.

XIII. The Committee reaffirms its previous statement made
November 27, 1957, for the need of new buildings at Massachusetts
Correctional Institution, Framingham. A start should be made
immediately for a custodial unit, as well as new plans for other
necessary facilities, including a hospital and reception unit, audi-
torium and recreation, and cottage-type housing, each for 30 to
35 persons.

XIV. Finally, the Committee believes that Massachusetts
must look forward. The task of finding the facts has been an un-
pleasant and difficult duty. Now a new start must be made at the
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Massachusetts Correctional Institution, Framingham, with a
constructive program. The Committee pledges the Commissioner
of Correction with its complete support towards this end.
Under date of March 12, 1958, Commissioner Arthur T. Lyman

promptly replied and stated that he agreed with the recommenda-
tions of the Committee, and that he had already initiated action
on some of them in line with his discussion of the recommendations
with the Committee in executive session. He closed by stating:
“I am most appreciative of your sound recommendations and
realize that they were arrived at only after painstaking effort and
in the face of difficulties that required the greatest courage to come
to conclusions that looked ahead and not backward.”

MCI. Concord.
Within two days after the uprising of the IS inmates on April 14,

1958, your Committee, through its chairman, Senator Cutler,
accompanied by our consultant, Attorney Jeremiah Buckley,
visited Concord and talked with Superintendent Edward S.
Grennan.

Replacement of the institution at Concord in its proposed new
location is long overdue. Plans are now available for this construc-
tion and should be set in motion as soon as possible, especially in
view of the destruction caused by this incident.

The Committee should give attention to the nature of the new
institution with emphasis on vocational or trade features.

The whole problem of a Reception Center and classification of
prisoners in order to segregate and follow up the treatment of
criminal psychopaths and the border line psychopaths must be
expedited. In 1955 a bond issue was passed authorizing a Reception
Center. The Committee believes action should now be expedited

to avoid any repetition of this latest incident at Concord
In the meantime, the Committee recommends that emergency

repairs to the low building be made at once in order to have the
furniture industry operative for the next two years, or the period
of time necessary to build the new institution.

Necessity of Continuing Study.

Because the Committee had to spend seven months on the in-
vestigation at Framingham, it was not possible to work on some of
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the other important matters still needing attention in the correc-
tional system. The recent disturbance at Massachusetts Correc-
tional Institution, Concord, on April 14, 1958, is certainly evidence
that the Committee should continue its work of studying and
evaluating conditions, not only at Concord, but also at Walpole,
Norfolk and especially at Bridgewater State Farm, where the
hospital for the criminally insane is located.

Sub-committees have been appointed to work on parole, sen-
tencing, forest camps, and prison industries. In addition, there
are nine bills on other correctional matters referred to the Com-
mittee for further study. The Committee desires to retain the
services of Mr. Jeremiah Buckley, whose work has been outstanding
and of tremendous value to the difficult problems involved.

The.Committee submits legislation herewith and also requests
continuation until the fourth Wednesday in January, 1959 (Ap-
pendices A, B, C and D).

LESLIE B CUTLER
Chairman

JOHN W. COSTELLO,
Vice-Chairm.an.

MARY L. FONSECA.
FRANCIS X. McCANN.
RICHARD R. CARLES.
JOHN T. TYNAN.
FRANK B. OLIVEIRA.
STANISLAUS G. WONDOLOWSKI.
FRANK S. GILES.GILES.
RALPH W. CARTWRIGHT, Jr.
WILLIAM F. NOURSE.
WILLIAM H. FINNEGAN
DAVID J. O’CONNOR.

I sign this report in the main but do not accept Article XIII, on page 17, and
MCI, Concord, on page 18. I reserve the right, on complete examination, to
oppose other items.

HAROLD R. LUNDGREN
I hereby sign and adopt all phases of this report with the exception of page 18,

Section MCI, Concord, and continuing on page 19, Section MCI, Concord.

ALVIN C. TAMKIN.
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Wisconsin Visit.
Sen. Leslie B. Cutler, as authorized by the Committee, made a

trip to Fund du Lac, Wisconsin, August 21 to 25, 1957. Mr Roland
Hershman, Supervisor of Institution Services in Wisconsin, accom-
panied Senator Cutler on the visits she made to Wisconsin State
Prison in Waupun and the Wisconsin Home for Women in Tay-
cheedah.

Mr. Hershman discussed the Wisconsin sex offender law with
Senator Cutler and gave her the recent report on the five years’
experience with the Wisconsin law. He also explained the so-called
“Huber Law” of Wisconsin, where men sentenced to short jail
terms continue to work at their regular jobs but live at the jail.
He told her of the fine new Green Bay Reformatory for “youthful
offenders” between the ages of 18 and 25 years, where a complete
trade school program is conducted. These are matters being con-
sidered by the Committee, and the information was most valuable.

Mr. Powell, Administrative Assistant at the State Prison, told
Senator Cutler that there are seven farms and two forest camps
connected with the prison, and a hospital for criminal mental cases
is only six blocks from the prison. There is a Wisconsin Prison
Industry, including the farms, which makes a profit of about
$300,000. At the State Prison the program includes canning, a
machine shop, sign shop for state signs, a paint shop where all
paints used are mixed and processed, a printing shop, book bindery,
furniture shop, a complete shoe shop and garment shop making all
guards uniforms and all inmate clothing. Senator Cutler made a
tour of the prison, but did not visit the hospital. Persons sentenced
under the Wisconsin sex offender law are given treatment at the
hospital.

On August 23 Senator Cutler went to the Wisconsin Home for
Women, Mrs. Marcia Simpson, Superintendent. The situation is
very attractive, on a wide field with many trees and a wooded hill

Supplements.

SUPPLEMENT A.
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in back. Mrs. Simpson had planned a luncheon with staff members
present. The Home Economics class prepared the lunch which was
attractively served in the small staff dining room. The whole re-
ception room suite had just been done over by the interior decorat-
ing class. After lunch a tour of the three main buildings was made.
There were 172 inmates on that day, all women being sent here,
with none going to any jails. Mrs. Simpson said she had had no
“escapes” for several years, and there were only three per cent
recidivists, exclusive of the alcoholics who remained only six months.
A full program of vocational, educational and recreational work is
planned. These include training in store management of all supplies
for the institution, interior decorating, home economics, laundry,
secretarial with typing, and advanced dress making. There is a full
educational course with nine on the academic staff, and University
Extension classes are given also. Recreation classes are held in the
evening up to 9 p.m. and include music (there is a 23-piece orchestra,
a choir and two bands), photographic finishing, copper work and
block printing. For outdoor recreation there is badminton, tennis,
field hockey with college and high school contests, and in winter
skiing and skating.

A small nursery is maintained for babies born to mothers at the
institution and all maternity cases are sent to the Fond du Lac
Genera] Hospital. The babies do not stay at the institution more
than three months and are placed for care by the Department of
Public Welfare. The women live in rooms in the two upper floors
of the main buildings, a,nd rooms are locked at night from 9 p.m.

to 6 a.m. A matron is in charge of each floor with supervisors on
duty at all hours. The older women all live in another building
with the same arrangement. A new school building will soon be
under construction which will give more room for the living quar-
ters which are somewhat crowded now. There is a chape! which,
although most attractive, is too small, and plans are being made for
a new one. Mrs. Simpson said that with her excellent staff she has
little trouble with discipline. Girls are always under supervision
and are kept busy at work or with recreational projects they enjoy.
She has been at the Home for fourteen years and Senator Cutler
felt it was a great privilege to spend a day with her and see the very
fine institution she conducts.
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Further Details on Institutions visited by Committee.

New Jersey Reformatory for Women, Clinton, New Jersey,
Miss Edna Mahan, Superintendent.

Miss Mahan and Dr. Bixby of the State Board of Control (includes
Mental Health, Public Welfare and Corrections) met Committee
members at the office and took us on a tour of the institution, and
we remained for lunch. There were 325 inmates the day of our
visit, 50 per cent under twenty-one years of age and 30 per cent
colored. The buildings are located on high ground about two miles
outside the small town of Clinton. There are 350 acres and the
grounds are very pleasant. A vegetable garden is kept where the
women work. The living quarters are cottage-type buildings, with
one known as the Center, which is a “security ” cottage. The chapel
is very lovely with a fine electric organ. The hospital, which also
serves as the Admission Center, with Dr. Mary Flack in charge,
is equipped for everything except major surgery. All babies born to
the inmates are delivered at the institution hospital, but the babies
stay as short a time as possible, and none more than three months.
Dr. Flack believes the welfare of the child is paramount, and that an
institution is no place to bring one up. There used to be 80 babies
and young children here, but since Dr. Flack came five years ago
this has been changed.

There is a full industrial and educational program. A licensed
school for hairdressing is conducted; a sewing industry with the
most modern electric sewing machines, where about 210 shirts are
turned out in one day. All types of state used garments are made,
with a total of about 6,200 a month being completed. The girls go
out into good jobs in this industry. The laundry and ironing is on a
commercial basis and this also leads to good “outside” jobs. The
new school building has a complete educational course, and here
are the library, recreation room., typing and secretarial classrooms,
and some arts and crafts. Miss Mahan, who has been superintend-
ent for twenty years, told of the “honor system” which she believes
has a fine effect on the morale of the inmates. It is expressed in the
state-use cotton dresses worn by the girls and made here, pink,
green or blue dresses, with honor girls wearing white. They are

SUPPLEMENT B.
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“voted” to this status by their cottage groups as being most helpful,
industrious and well behaved. Escapes are very few and parole is
unusually successful, with only per cent to 3 per cent “return-
ees.” Miss Mahan stated that she was very proud of her staff
does not believe a former inmate should ever be a correction officer.
She also said that only twenty-six States have separate institutions
for women prisoners, and all have women as superintendents.

3
Thus is New Jersey’s newest facility. The purpose of the institu-

tion is for diagnosing of persons with social problems. There are
examined here both children and adults. Classification for the
courts is carried out here also. The staff includes the Director, two
other full-time psychiatrists and three part-time, a medical physi-
cian, four psychologists, nurses and social workers. Sixty children
are housed here. This facility is the result of service provided the
courts for many years, and was opened in 1949. All medical, labora-
tory and X-ray equipment is available, with offices and examining
rooms, besides the wing housing the children.

New Jersey passed a sex offender law in 1950, revised in 1956 and
1957. The Committee was given copies of the law and reports of
its effect in New Jersey.

The Diagnostic Center, Menlo Park, New Jersey.

Maryland Reformatory for Women, Jessup, Maryland, Miss Alice
Blum, Superintendent

Miss Blum and Mr. Curren, Assistant Superintendent of Prisons
in charge of industry, met us at the office and showed us around the
institution. At luncheon we met two members of the Maryland
Parole Board who were just leaving, having interviewed twelve
women in the two and a quarter hours of their visit. There is no
woman on this Parole Board. The buildings here are brick and
form a quadrangle around a pleasant, large grass center, with trees

flower beds. The Reformatory was finished and occupied in
1939. There were 209 inmates the day of our visit, 50 per cent under
twenty-one years of age and almost 75 per cent colored. The loca-
tion is in open country and there are almost no “escapees” —per-
haps one a year. Miss Blum came to the institution in 1941, after
graduating from the University of Maryland, and has been superin-
tendent for ten years.
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There is a chape], also used as an auditorium. One of the cottage-
type buildings is the Admission Cottage. There are separate rooms
with toilet facilities, and the rooms are locked at night as are all
other living quarters for inmates. The hospital wing is also in this
building, but inmates are sent to the University of Maryland for
delivery of babies. There are no babies nor children at this institu-
tion. Any baby not going directly to family relatives must be
placed under the care of the Department of Public Welfare. In the
new industry building there is an extremely well operated program
under Mr. Curren. The sewing machines all have the latest im-
proved so-called “double-needle” equipment so that the operators
get good training and are placed, at once in jobs outside. Here all
dresses worn by the inmates are made. Girls may choose from
many nice prints, and they all like them; also, dresses for the mental
health hospitals are made and 100 a day turned out. The girls
learn the cutting of garments, also, and Maryland state flags are
made here.

We also saw the commercial laundry and. the large bakery where
girls are trained for outside jobs. In the cottages they learn cooking
as well. There is an educational program with typing and secre-
tarial courses, also arts and crafts. Miss Blum believes that the
girls should be kept busy at work that will help them when they
leave. Work hours are from 8 a.m. to 11.45 a.m., and from 12.30
p.m. to 4.30 p.m. Supper is at 5.30, and from 6to 8 p.m. crafts and
recreation programs are conducted.

The Committee was privileged to attend a group therapy class.
There were about fifteen girls present, with one volunteer leader
and two staff members. It was a meeting of “Narcotics Anony-
mous” that has recently been started here. This was a unique
experience and one the Committee will always remember.

Note. —• Near the Reformatory we passed the new Pawtuxet Institute for
Defective Delinquents and Sex Offenders. A new criminal insane institution is
also under construction in this vicinity. It will be operated by the Mental Health
Department of Maryland.

Federal Reformatory for Women, Alderson, West Virginia,
Miss Nina Kinsella, Warden.

The Federal Reformatory for Women, at Alderson, West Virginia,
is the only institution in the country where federal women prisoners
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are detained. Its prison population presently consists of 500
inmates who are serving sentences from six months to life for
violation of federal laws. The inmates are housed in cottage type
buildings accommodating approximately 30girls having single bed-
rooms in each cottage, with kitchen facilities for food service in
each unit. They are constructed of red brick with living quarters
on two floors. In addition to the cottages, the physical plant con-
sists of an administration building, a hospital, school building with

industrial building, admission building, chapel, laundry,
greenhouse, storehouse, cannery and buildings for staff residences.
The cottage system affords the greatest opportunity for classifica-
tion and separation of various type inmates, at the same time afford-
ing better individualized treatment. There is always a correctional
officer present supervising cottage activities at all times, day and
night. Each inmate is responsible for the care of their respective
rooms. Tire reformatory staff consists of 190 civilian employees who
are employed through r igid qualifying examinations under the Fed-
eral Civil Service System, and who also are trained on an excellent
in-service training program. The staff is broken down into the
following groups: administrative, advisory, custodial, culinary,
farm, mechanical, medical and industrial. There are only nine of
the staff that are males, but when performing their duties they
always have a female correctional officer accompanying them. A
Parole Board member visits the institution once every three months,
reviewing those inmates’ cases who are eligible for parole. Inmates
are allowed visitors three hours a month. Each visitor is thoroughly
investigated by a case worker before becoming eligible to be on the
inmate’s visiting list. Visitors must give written notice in advance
of the intended date of their visit. Once an inmate is paroled, re-
leased or discharged, she is never permitted to return to the institu-
tion for a visit. The committee observed that there was excellent
control and supervision over the inmates at all times. Any who

A violate regulations of the institution, or who had been guilty of
some type of misconduct are disciplined when necessary, after a
witten report of the misconduct has been reviewed, by a committee
that meets each morning to consider such cases and. invoke proper
discipline. Upon admission to the institution each inmate spends
her first thirty days in an orientation unit where she is interviewed,
photographed, fingerprinted, physically examined, studied, and
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subsequently classified by the classification committee, who de-
termine her housing quarters, work assignments, academic schedule
and any privileges.

The institution has an excellent and realistic work program.
Bach inmate works eight hours a day in one of the various indus-
tries to which she is assigned according to her aptitudes, to develop
a vocation to which she is suited. Among the industries are:
garment manufacturing, which manufactures shirts, pajamas,
aprons, medical gowns, shorts and underwear, which are used in
other federal institutions; a modern laundry, paint maintenance
group, hospital, culinary department, dressmaking and art depart-
ment, weaving, storehouse, dairy and cannery. The educational
and vocational program is also excellent, their prime objective
being to train inmates for work they may expect to enter upon their
release from the institution. The educational program is inter-
woven with the West Virginia State Board of Education, so that
upon completion of required courses inmates may receive a high
school equivalent diploma. Inmates are assigned to classes to
meet their respective needs and aptitudes. The program includes
vocational training, academic classes, commercial classes, music
education, arts and crafts, home economics, and special classes
designed to promote successful living. Babies of mothers who are
pregnant upon admission to the institution are delivered at the in-
stitution’s hospital. The policy of the institution is to remove the
baby shortly after birth, having made suitable provisions for the
child’s care with the inmate’s family or friends, with the co-operation
of an appropriate child welfare agency. The general conclusion of
the committee reached after visiting and inspecting this institution
was that it is a well-run reformatory, with inmate and personnel
morale being at a high level; an excellent program for classification,
care and rehabilitative treatment for each inmate; good control
and supervision of every inmate at all times; inmates being treated
humanely but not pampered, administered with a philosophy and
program which is realistically designed, towards an effective re-
habilitative end.

North Carolina Home and Industrial School for Girls, Eagle Springs,
North Carolina, Miss Reva Mitchell, Superintendent.

This institution is a very modern one, being approximately four
years old, designed for the detention of juvenile offenders under the
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age of sixteen years, who are incarcerated by the courts as being
wayward, incorrigible or delinquent children. The population
consists of 175 girls, all white, the State having separate institutions
for Negroes and Indians. They are sentenced for an indefinite
period, the average sentence running approximately fifteen months.
The physical plant is very modern and ideal for its purpose. It
consists of an admission cottage, orientation cottage, four cottage-
type brick dormitory buildings for housing, with thirty-five individ-

aual bedrooms in each, academic school building, vocational school
buildings, chapel, utility cold storage plant and cannery, several
farm buildings, staff dormitory living quarters. It is a state-
supported institution operated on a budget of $l,lOO to $1,350 per
capita. The farm and dairy is its main industry, producing produce
and dairy products for its own institutional use. The vocational
assignments include classes in cooking, laundry, weaving, sewing
and agriculture. Its educational program is integrated with its

state educational system. Visits are allowed once a month by the
family only, except those visitors recommended by a case worker.
Visits are supervised by a staff member. Upon admission, a girl
spends her first month in an orientation cottage, where she undergoes
medical examination, psychiatric tests, physical examination,
aptitude tests, etc., whereupon she is subsequently assigned to a
long-range co-ordinated educational school program and vocational
assignments. The girls are allowed to participate in a modified
student government program in the institution, with excellent
control and custody prevailing at all times. The institutional staff
consists of forty-two civilian personnel.

Upon release girls are placed on probation to a state committee
agency for supervision. The general conclusion reached by the
Committee was that this is an extremely well run and ideal institu-
tion. The physical plant was the most impressive factor the Com-
mittee observed. With some modification, it would make an ideal
type institution to replace the present Reformatory for Women in
our Commonwealth.
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Report of Special Committee on Corrections, April 29, 1958,
to the Special Committee (Legislative) on Correctional
System Re Massachusetts Correctional Institution at
Framingham (for Women). 1

On October 15 the Committee voted to authorize a ten-day
preliminary investigation into conditions at the Massachusetts
Correctional Institution, Framingham, having particular reference
to allegations which had appeared in the press and had been trans-
mitted to Committee members alleging laxity and favoritism of
certain prisoners, and, more particularly, allegations that homo-
sexuality and other irregular activities were in existence and not
being corrected at this institution.

The Committee was particularly interested in as broad an inquiry
as possible with stress to be laid on any violations of the law being
committed at the institution.

The ten-day preliminary inquiry did disclose enough substan-
tiating data so that on November 1 the Committee authorized addi-
tional time in order to have a complete picture.

Through the co-operation of the Commissioner of State Police,
Mr. Otis Whitney, the services of Lt. Mary Kirkpatrick, Corp.
Charles Rollins, and Troopers Leroy Houchin, John L. Barry and
Peter Haranas were made available to the Committee and they
were invaluable.

The instructions of the Committee were very specific with regard
to the nature, extent and purposes of the investigation at Massa-
chusetts Correctional Institution, Framingham.

The instructions were that (1) the inquiry was to be as broad and
sweeping as possible: (2) to be a fact-finding inquiry to be performed
in an objective and impartial manner; and (3) to cover conditions
at the Massachusetts Correctional Institution, Framingham, and
not personalities. These objectives were borne in mind and guided

SUPPLEMENT C.

1 The investigation took place from November 1, 1957, to December 30, 1957.
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the investigators. It was also endeavored to conduct the investiga-
tion with as little interruption of the routine at the institution as
possible.

Sources of Information.
This report is based on information received and observations

from the following sources:

1. Conferences with the Commissioner of Correction.
2. Reviews of files at the Department of Correction.
3. Interviews of members of the Correctional Staff, both in and

out of the institution, and of inmates.
4. Review of records in various departments at Massachusetts

Correctional Institution, Framingham, and personal observation
and study of the physical plant and the daily life over a period of
approximately four weeks.

Massachusetts Correctional Institution, Framingham, Type of Insti-
tution.

Framingham serves as the institution for confinement of women
felons and those punishable by imprisonment in jails and houses of
correction, who may, at the discretion of the judge, be sentenced
to Framingham rather than a jail or house of correction.

A review of the legislation with regard to MCIF 1 makes it clear
that regardless of what it is named, this is the maximum security
prison for adult women in Massachusetts, as well as the medium
and the minimum security penal institution. In other words,
Framingham has been administered as a three-in-one institution
over the years, but the general program in operation has been one
of minimum security. This, it is believed, is the crux of the problem
at MCIF —• the diversity of the types of prisoners received at the
institution.

At the present time there are five inmates serving long terms, two
of them serving life for murder. In addition, there are other
prisoners serving time for serious offences, some for misdemeanors,
and then there are a few defective delinquents and a rather large
alcoholic section. To further complicate matters, some minors have

1 Wherever “MCIF” appears throughout this report, it should be read as Massachusetts Correctional In-
stitution, Framingham.
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been transferred through court actions from the Youth Service
Board Institution for Girls at Lancaster, Massachusetts.

With regard to “alcoholic” commitments by the court, since 1956
the new legislation designates Framingham as the only institution
where females sentenced on this charge may be held. The sentence
must be no longer than six months. After sixty days, on recom-
mendation by the doctor in charge of the Alcoholic Clinic in said
institution, and with approval of the superintendent and Commis-
sioner, the alcoholic can be discharged.

Additionally, under the 1956 law the Department of Correction
must maintain a clinic (which may be part time) for chronic alco-
holics at Framingham. Women sentenced to Framingham for
other crimes, but later classified as alcoholic, may be transferred to
such clinic for treatment prior to release. Upon release from Fram-
ingham, those who have been patients at the clinic must be referred
for further treatment to one of the Department of Public Health’s
outpatient clinics.

The point that it is desired to stress is that the MCIF serves as
the sole institution for adult women prisoners (aside from county
jails and houses of correction) as contrasted with the fact that there
are six male correctional institutions in Massachusetts ranging from
minimum security at the State Forest Camps in Plymouth and
Monroe through Concord, Bridgewater and Norfolk up to Walpole
where the maximum security prisoners are kept. (See General
Laws, chapter 279, sections 16, 17, 18 and 19: “The sentence to
imprisonment of a female convicted of a felony shall be executed
in the reformatory for women.”)

In November, 1957, at the middle of the month the staff furnished
the following figures as to inmate population at that time:

There were 170 to 176 inmates at the institution and they were
distributed as shown below:

East wing 58
Grade 1 36
North wing 34 to 39
Annex 5
Wilson Cottage
Hodder Cottage 15
Hospital area 6

Statistics, Inmate Population, MCIF.
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Offences for which Committed.
The staff also prepared a breakdown on the offences for which the

inmates had been sent to Framingham over the period from Janu-
ary through September, 1957. Reduced to percentages it reflects
that

Per Cent

Commitments for drunkenness were . 46
Morals charges were 24
All others were 30

Percentage of Recidivists (Returnees).

From these same figures prepared by the staff at Framingham
and covering the period from about November 19 to November 22,
1957, we find that the following is the picture;

Inmate population 170
Returned for parole violation 32
Returnees (other thanalcoholics) 45
Alcoholics in north wing 34

By eliminating the alcoholics from this computation (170 minus
34) we arrive at the figure of 136, and out of this total, 77 were
back in Framingham to serve additional time, either as parole vio-
lators or under a new sentence. Percentagewise there was approxi-
mately 57 per cent recidivism!

These figures were obtained for the purpose of arriving at some
statistics with regard to rehabilitation at MCIF. It was requested
by the Committee that some inquiry be made as to the accuracy of
the 85 per cent rehabilitation figure which has been stated by the
press and other sources in analyzing the program at MCIF. These
sources also compared this alleged 85 per cent figure for Framing-
ham with the alleged national average of only 40 per cent to 50
per cent rehabilitation.

As of further value to the Committee, there was obtained from
the Department of Correction figures with regard to (a) paroles
from MCIF and (b) warrants issued for parole violations by these
MCIF parolees during the years 1950 to 1956, and it appears that
the number of warrants issued for parole violation has risen steadily
from 29 in fiscal year 1950 to 71 in fiscal year 1956, while population
at MCIF dropped from 288 to 194 during this same period.
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The above figures were obtained for the Committee so that they
could compare the percentage of returnees at MCIF with that of
other female penal institutions throughout the country.

Out of the total population, it was estimated that approximately
15 per cent could be classified as “troublesome and non-conforming”
and of the maximum security type. All of the persons interviewed
stated that there were inmates who classified for maximum security.
The estimates ranged from 5 to 20, but the consensus would be
about 18 inmates.

Administrative Set-up.
At the time of the survey there were 146 employees at Framing-

ham; and of this total, there were 59 correction officers, including
the deputies, and three male correction officers. There were 4 cor-
rectional social workers, 10 nurses, 14 office clerks and stenographers,
and 36 on general maintenance and farm work.

The administrative set-up at the MCIF reflects a dividing line
between the correction staff which is charged with so-called care,
custody and control, and the therapeutic staff which is concerned
primarily with physical and mental help for the inmates. This
latter designation, of course, includes nurses, the doctors and
chaplains.

It was noted that there is a definite cleavage at the present time
of serious proportions with regard to the method of handling the
inmate personnel, and this has resulted in a very tense situation in
some cases. This tenseness and in some cases hostility has
become known to the inmate population, and it has been used by
that small proportion which has been of a troublesome nature.

A great deal of the tenseness arises from countermanding of
orders and of disciplinary action taken by members of the correction
staff, and it all stems from a failure to balance the “enlightened”
portion of the program at MCIF with the necessary ingredient of
hard-headed realism. Permissiveness had become the dominant
theme and has reduced the quality of discipline and morale to a
dangerously low ebb.

Personnel Prohleins.
Records at the Board of Probation show that there is a deputy

with a long criminal record who is now permanent under civil
service (chapter 438, Acts of 1956). Her continued employment at
MCIF is not desirable.
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In addition, three members of the maintenance staff have larceny
convictions, and one a record of illegal possession of firearms. One
of the staff was under a six months’ suspended sentence for larceny
when he was appointed.

Pre-employment investigations by the Department of Correc-
tion are not done, and it has been the practice to leave this to the
Civil Service Commission, according to Commissioner Arthur T.
Lyman. This needs to be revised. Further noted at the institution
was the fact that the personnel files there are of no value to the
superintendent because they contain nothing of value except the
beneficiary form.

During the investigation, information was also received about
some other members of the staff which was common knowledge.

1. A female correction officer had been identified as using her
quarters on the grounds as a house for prostitution. She was
also accused of smuggling contraband and being immoral, but no
disciplinary action had been taken against her. (She has been
fired.)

2. A second female correction officer had used her quarters to
entertain inmates and fraternize with them in an immoral manner.
(She has now resigned.)

3. A maintenance employee (male) fraternized with the in-
mates in an unwholesome manner and had brought in contraband.
(He has resigned since the investigation.)

Two other members of the staff were suspected of detrimental
activities. All of this information was brought to the attention of
the acting superintendent, Mrs. Margaret Waldron, and of Com-
missioner Lyman for reference to the appropriate agencies.

On behalf of the Committee, it was urged that three of the
personnel at MCIF were undesirable for correctional purposes and
should be removed from duty there.

All of this information has also been transmitted directly to the
district attorney of Middlesex County because there was definite
evidence of parolees from MCIF meeting in the Boston and Cam-
bridge area and educating young girls in vice and crime, and these
parolees also were associating freely on the outside with correctional
officers in allegedly immoral and illegal situations.

It has not been the practice to refer alleged or actual violations
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of law to the district attorney of Middlesex County, and this should
be changed immediately.

There has been a failure, also, to refer these matters to the Com-
missioner of Correction promptly, which is at odds with the ac-
cepted and necessary procedure in all of the other institutions.

In 1952 a female correctional officer was assaulted by an inmate
who hit her over the head with a bag containing a bottle, and the
injury was so severe that in 1956 the officer was placed on disability
pension. Commissioner Lyman advises that the resultant injury
to this officer cost the state $20,000. The facts were not referred
to the district attorney, and no severe disciplinary action was meted
out.

In September, 1957, when a deputy was assaulted and injured,
no isolation or segregation was permitted by the superintendent,
and the assault was not reported to the district attorney, despite
the fact that the deputy was unable to work for over a month as
the result. The deputy locked in the inmate and the superintendent
released her when told of it.

In the administration of the MCIF, the general picture is that
new admissions are received in what is called the Annex which is
located in the same corridor as the hospital, and these new admis-
sions are absorbed into the institutional life at the outset through
physical examination and fingerprinting, and they are interviewed
and classified and examined by the medical and social service staff
at the institution as well as by the chaplains. And after a period
of three weeks to a month they are channeled into the daily life at
the institution by being transferred to a particular section.

Besides the Annex where new admissions are received, inmates
are housed either in the main institution or in what is known as
Hodder Cottage and Wilson Cottage. Mothers who have been per-
mitted to bring a child into the institution are housed at Wilson
Cottage along with the expectant mothers, and it is at this cottage
where the children are also housed under nursery conditions.

At Hodder Cottage, after classification, that portion of the popu-
lation between seventeen and twenty-five years of age which shows
more promise of rehabilitation is housed under minimum security
conditions.

Within the main institution, the remaining inmates are assigned
to either the east wing, Grade I, or the north wing. The north
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wing, it should be noted, is where the alcoholics are assigned. Other
than the above, there may be some inmates who are in the hospital
section for medical reasons.

At the time of the survey there were five new admissions in the
Annex and the rest were assigned as follows:

Wilson Cottage had 17 in residence.
Hodder Cottage had 15 in residence.
North wing had from, 34 to 39 alcoholics.

£ In the east wing there were 58.
In Grade I there were 36.
There were 6 confined to the hospital area.

The Annex.

The Annex was located in the corridor next to the hospital sec-
tion, and during the daytime the rooms are unlocked and therefore
the new admissions are exposed to contact with most of the existing
inmate population, since that corridor is used to obtain access to
the hospital section where medication and requests for medical ex-
amination, treatment, et cetera, are made by the inmates.

From interviews and records examined, as well as observation,
it appears that many of the “hard-core” inmates have taken ad-
vantage of the accessibility of the Annex to indoctrinate and “wise
up” the new admissions with regard to personalities on the staff
and the routine of the institution. This has resulted in interference
with the earliest attempts at counseling and rehabilitation by the
staff. For instance, girls have been advised by inmates not to go
to Hodder Cottage because of certain regulations with regard to
dress and discipline which were in effect at that cottage.

In one case, while a new admission was being interviewed by a
member of the staff from Hodder, an inmate called in to the new
admission and said, “Don’t let her talk you into anything, Baby,”
and the new admission replied, “Don’t worry, I won’t, Doll.”

The location of the section for handling new admissions in the
annex was very undesirable. It has been stated by the experienced
sources on penology that one of the most vital phases in the re-
habilitation of persons confined to penal institutions is that period
immediately after they have been received at the institution; and
it has been further stated that if the proper tone is set at that time,
the road back to rehabilitation is materially aided. It would seem,
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therefore, that a separate location is necessary for new admissions,
and a detached reception center would be the most desirable.

From interviews conducted with the staff, it was almost unan-
imously agreed that the present housing of new admissions in the
annex is undesirable because of its location and the reasons stated
above, and because of the disturbing factor that any known or sus-
pected homosexuals have immediate access to new admissions, and
there have been cases where gifts of cigarettes and other materials
were passed to new admissions allegedly with that purpose in
mind.

At any rate, it was developed through the investigation that
girls who had not been acquainted with homosexual activities
previously in their career later participated and persisted in such
activities; and through parents and other persons statements came
back to parole agents and others that these girls were indoctrinated
into such practices while at MCIF.

In one instance a former inmate who has since been returned to
the institution claimed that she learned of Lesbianism and related
activities from a book which she claimed was circulated at the in-
stitution. In eight - other instances mothers and relatives alleged
that the girls had been indoctrinated with such activities at the
institution.

After the new admissions are classified, they are assigned to a
certain section of the institution, as stated; and if they do not go
to the North wing (as an alcoholic) or to either Wilson or Hodder
cottages, then they are assigned to Grade I, or the East wing in the
main institution, where most of the inmate personnel are assigned.
In these two sections will be found the inmates serving time for
the most serious offences, the returnees and long-termers,

In these two sections, as throughout the institution, at the present
time the unlocked-door policy is in existence, and it is in the East
wing and Grade I where most of the troublemakers reside.

The North wing houses at the present time the alcoholics, and it
was observed by most of the correctional staff that very little diffi-
culty is encountered with the inmates who are assigned to the
North wing.

Some of the population in the East wing, Grade I and North wing
are assigned to industries within the institution proper; and in
some cases there are some who have been allowed on day work out-
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side of the institution. Others are assigned to duties at the poultry
area or the farm area. This is true also of the inmates at Hodder
and Wilson cottages.

Investigators visited this cottage and examined the records and
talked with all of the correction officers assigned there. At that
time there were 19 girls at the cottage which has a capacity of 35.
All of the inmates were working in industry with the exception of
one girl on day work. Six were assigned to the flag room; two
were assigned to the shirt room; one to the dairy; and one to the
farm. In addition, one of the inmates at Hodder was assigned to
the dressing room in the annex; one to the canteen store; and
there was one girl on day work.

As indicated previously, this is the minimum security program,
since the cottage is removed from the main institution and there is
a definite regimen set up for those in residence at Hodder.

A girl will remain at Hodder once she is assigned there unless she
requests transfer to the main institution, and this request is granted
only after it is taken up at conference.

The age group, generally speaking, is from 17 to 25. It is segre-
gated from the main institution as far as sleeping quarters are con-
cerned. They do mingle with the population at the main institution
during working hours, classes and special events.

When girls leave for the main institution they are given a pass,
and a call is supposed to be made to the main office with notifica-
tion that these gills are en route. However, it was observed during
the investigation that there was no definite and consistent time
check as to arrival at the main institution under these conditions.

There was very little evidence of any violations through intro-
duction of any liquor or narcotics or barbiturates into Hodder
Cottage over the years, but there were indications of suspected or
actual perversion. Two of the inmates were reported by the staff
as having gone through a marriage ceremony on one occasion; and
on another occasion they were observed under conditions which
were strongly indicative of homosexual tendencies. On another
occasion, in 1957, one of the Hodder girls was observed at the main
institution in a passionate embrace with another inmate.

A detailed memorandum has been prepared with regard to the

Hodder Cottage
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survey at Hodder, but for the purposes of this report it is sufficient
to state that there have been definite indications of homosexual
tendencies and actions at Hodder Cottage, but there does appear to
be a program there for disciplinary action toward segregation of the
ones involved.

However, the comment was made by the members of the staff at
Hodder that the program at the main institution did not appear to
be equally consistent along this line, and therefore the inmates at
Hodder feel it is unfair that they are sent to the section in the Annex
in the main institution for isolation for what they call small infrac-
tions when “They get away with everything at the institution.”

While this survey was being conducted, on November 19, 1957,
two girls were found at Hodder away from their rooms and in a
different section of the cottage late in the evening, and both girls
were promptly disciplined on this occasion.

We were advised that in the past year there have been about
twelve escapes some during the day and others in the evening,
after supper. We were further advised that this was the largest
number of escapes in a long time.

In general, this seems to be about the best run section at MCIF,
with a definite program of discipline under minimum security condi-
tions; but it also appears that the state of unrest and confusion
which exists at the main institution materially interferes with the
program at Hodder Cottage.

The incident mentioned previously about new admissions being
indoctrinated was reported on February 27, 1957, when inmate
“AR” was being interviewed by a member of the staff from Hodder
Cottage. She indicated at that time quite a knowledge of Hodder
Cottage and its regulations, and stated that she had reasons why
she did not want to go to Hodder Cottage, such as the fact that
there was a prohibition against the wearing of “pants” at Hodder.
It is reported that just before the end of the interview a voice
shouted through the closed door, ‘ ‘ Hey, Baby, don’t let her sell you
anything.” “AR” answered, “Don’t worry, Doll, I won’t.”

On one occasion it is reported that one of the inmates, “ JK” was
observed describing sexual relations between girls and offering a
demonstration, and during 1956 and 1957 there were ten other
instances reported of the same general nature with regard to this
subject matter by the staff at Hodder.
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Interviews with the officers at Hodder concerning the present
conditions at MCIF may be summarized by saying that they have
observed that there has been more laxity over the past few years at
the institution with regard to discipline, traceable to increasing
instances where attempts to discipline are not backed up by the top
officers. This was summed up by one member of the staff who said,
“Mother says, ‘No;’ Grandmother says, ‘Yes.’”

They do feel that the situation as written up by the papers is
exaggerated. With this bad publicity, many of the staff have be-
come slightly ashamed of their jobs. They do feel that new admis-
sions are received in the wrong place; namely, the Annex, because of
the immediate exposure to the general population and theresults that
have occurred, namely, that the troublesome percentage has been
able thereby to interfere with the rehabilitative efforts.

There should be some definite maximum security location and
program of a logical nature for the real “hard core.” At the present
time, they observed, there is only a haphazard attempt in this direc-
tion, and the main solution seems to have been, when certain
troublemakers have become too violent, that they are transferred
out of Framingham to houses of correction for the sole reason that
they cannot be handled at MCIF, or in some instances are given
early parole.

It was also observed by members of the staff that some type of
modified uniform dress would be more feasible, since at the present
time some inmates have excellent clothing while others have only
the institutional clothes. Above all, the lack of some uniform dress
either for the staff or for the inmates makes it impossible to identify
a particular girl or woman as either a member of the staff or as an
inmate.

The conclusion reached from the survey and examination of the
facilities and records and operations at Hodder Cottage is that the
great majority of the effort is directed toward a, good end, namely,
that of rehabilitation.

It should also be made clear that in describing Hodder as a mini-
mum security operation, it is exactly that in the sense that the girls
have the freedom of the cottage and are not locked in their rooms
at any time. And in addition, they are permitted to travel to and
from the main institution on the public road. In. fact, it very much
resembles a boarding school for girls to a casual observer.
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This is the location where inmates with children at the institution
are housed, and where those who have given birth to children,
while confined, are transferred along with the child after its birth.
This is also isolated from the main institution and is located across
the public road from Hodder Cottage. It is physically very well
run and every effort has been made to remove any impression of a
prison atmosphere.

There are two basic situations which result in children being
raised at the MCIF with their mothers. One, as stated above,
where the inmate gives birth to a child while confined at the institu-
tion. In this case, she is given prenatal care by an obstetrician and
the child is delivered at the Framingham Union Hospital, after
which the mother and child are returned to MCIF and housed at
Wilson Cottage, except in isolated instances where the mother
might be housed at the main institution while the child remains at
Wilson.

The other situation results from a decision of the court from which
the mother has been sentenced' to MCIF that the child, 18 months
or younger, be sent to MCIF with its mother. (Sections 95, 96 of
chapter 127.)

The above authority of the court to so order, in effect, a child
to MCIF is based on a law passed in 1858, and this law states that
any child up to the age of .18 months may be sent with the mother
at the time of sentencing. This law goes no further; and what is
very important, it does not specify nor does any other law in this
State specify, at what age the child should be released from institu-
tional life; and at present, unless it is requested to intervene and
place the child, neither the Division, of Child Guardianship nor any
other agency has jurisdiction over the length of time a child may be
kept at the institution. It is in the sole discretion of the Depart-
ment of Correction and Superintendent of MCIF.

Because of interviews with representatives of the Division of
Child Guardianship by your investigators with regard to this situa-
tion, the records concerning present and former mothers and children
were studied and statistics were prepared with regard to the same.
In addition, the senior correction officer at Wilson Cottage was
interviewed relative to the operations there.

Wilson Cottage.
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The present staff assigned to Wilson Cottage consists of 8 female
correction officers and 2 registered nurses. One of the registered
nurses has been on sick leave since her transfer to Wilson in May of
1957, and therefore actually there is only one registered nurse on
full assignment as of November, 1957.

There were 17 mothers at the cottage and 19 children. Eight of
the children were aged 9 months to 33d? years, and the remaining
11 children ranged in age from 18 days to 10 months.

The children are raised in nurseries and playrooms and the
mothers do not have constant care and contact with the children.
For instance, one mother was working five and a half days a week
on outside day work in Framingham from 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Five
other mothers were working doing housework outside the institution
at least one day a week. Another mother named “CR ” was working
in industry at the main institution during the day for five days a
week and worked one half a day at Wilson. Her child, was three
and one half years of age at the time of this survey.

The other inmate mothers at Wilson do various jobs at the cottage,
such as working in nursery school, diet kitchen, laundry, house duty,
dining room and cooking. The inmate mothers on night duty make
up the babies’ formulas with the officer on duty.

There were seven babies sleeping on the second floor in one room
in individual white cribs spaced approximately two feet apart.
On the first floor there were eight babies in a large room in individual
cribs, and the remaining four babies were sleeping with their mothers
in single rooms in individual cribs.

As much as possible, we were told, each mother feeds her own
baby; and if the mothers are not there at feeding time, then the
infants are fed by other mothers.

At the present time, Wilson Cottage has a capacity for 25 children,
although at one time it could handle 38 children. There is a play
yard for the children and a swimming pool in the rear of the cottage.

We were advised by the officer in charge, when a mother is re-
leased on parole it is the Parole Board’s responsibility to investi-
gate the home where the mother and baby will live. We were also
advised that the Division of Child Guardianship cannot take a
child for placement in a foster home without the mother’s consent.

At the time of the survey there were two deformed children at
Wilson, one approximately two months old, born with a club foot.
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The regular pediatrician was on vacation and the resident physician
was treating the child. However, since his return from vacation,
the regular pediatrician has not treated the baby. The officer in
charge stated that this child was examined by the regular pedia-
trician who stated that it should have a brace on the club foot.
However, as of November 20, 1957, there was no brace thereon.

The other baby is a “Mongolian” who was admitted when eight
months old with its mother. The officer in charge stated that the
baby does not receive any special treatment.

It should be noted that after a discussion of what, if any, special
treatment was being given to these babies, at a subsequent date
while this survey was still in progress, the baby with the club foot
was finally taken into Framingham for examination by an ortho-
pedic specialist.

The officer in charge also advised that the obstetrician delivers
ail expectant mothers at the Framingham Union Hospital, and
prior to delivery, mothers are examined at the hospital. The resi-
dent physician does not handle any of the prenatal medical treat-
ment or deliveries.

There is a very disturbing feature with regard to exactly how
much consideration is given to development of the child in relation
to the amount of consideration given to the mother and her re-
habilitation in this situation. Some of the examples from the records
of how mothers and children leave the institution may be quoted.

(a) Inmate “D” was sent to Wrentham State School in September, 1956. Her
baby left the institution in January of 1957 and was placed by the DCG.

(h) Inmate “KZ” was released on parole in December, 1956, with her baby
approximately a month old. She was returned for violation of parole in the sum-
mer of 1957, and two weeks after her return her baby was also returned to the in-
stitution.

(c) Inmate “AS” was released on parole in July, 1956, and took her two children
with her. One child was 22 months old and the other 7 months old. In November,
1956, she was returned to MCIF for violation of parole and brought her two chil-
dren back with her. She was discharged September 10, 1957, and left with both
children. At this time the older child was three years old.

( d) Inmate “NG”, with baby born on September 1, 1956, while she was con-
fined, later was paroled in September, 1956, and on July 23, 1957, approximately
ten months later, her child was turned over to the DCG for placement, and it was
not until then that the child was removed from the institution. The mother was
committed for “Neglect of minor children.”

(e) Inmate “MR” had a baby born to her while at MCIF in April, 1954. In
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May, 1965, she was paroled, and on November 3, 1955, she was recommitted on
a new sentence to MCIF. At no time did her baby leave the institution during this
period. Both mother and child were at the institution and awaiting the mother’s
parole at the time of the survey, and the baby was then three and one half years
old.

A spot check of babies who had been at the institution for the
past fifteen years with regard to age when admitted and age when
discharged was conducted, and it reveals numerous cases where
the child remained at the institution until the age of years up
to 4 years of age. The majority range around the age of 3 years.
One baby was released in February of 1956 at the age of 3 years
and 10 months, having been received into the institution at the
age of 2 years and 11 months. Another baby was received in 1951
at the age of 9 months and left the institution at the age of 3 years
and 7 months. In many instances, the mothers were committed
under the charge of neglect of minor child, contributing to the de-
linquency of a minor, abandonment of a child, neglect of minor
children or adultery.

Most recently, there was a case where one of the most trouble-
some inmates who has been a repeater at MCIF and a five-time
escapee gave birth to a child while committed; and because she was
unmanageable, she was transferred to a house of correction. How-
ever, the child remained at MCIF in Wilson. This incident oc-
curred while the investigators were at the MCIF in November of
1957. It might also be added that because of security purposes,
this inmate, with initials “IA” was kept at the main institution when
the child w'as placed in Wilson Cottage.

To sum up the survey of Wilson Cottage and the practice of
children being raised in institutional life, it appears that the primary
reason for having a child with its mother is for rehabilitation of the
mother, and, in its early months of life, certainly for the benefit
of the child where the mother shows the proper regard and affec-
tion for the child.

When the mother is confined to the institution by order of the
court, the court may, after study by the probation officer, permit
the child to accompany the mother where it is felt advisable and
the child is 18 months of age or younger. Some procedure should
be set up, however, to protect the interests of the child, since it
appears from all expert information available that by the age of
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two years, the development of a child is at its critical stage, and it
is advocated that before this time the child should have been intro-
duced into the family group relationship. It is further stated that
nursery care at this age and beyond has been detrimental to the
development of the child. There must be some procedure or legis-
lation set up so that the DCG or some other proper agency may
inquire into these cases so that children will not be retained over-
long in institutional life.

It is repeated that this is not a case of an isolated instance or
two, but there are many cases which are available for reference
where the children have obviously stayed too long at MCIF.

There is a full-time, paid resident physician at MCIF on a re-
ported salary of $lO,OOO. However, it is reported that he is a very
busy physician and on the average has been able to spend approx-
imately an hour a day at the institution while being available also
for calls in the evening.

The hospital area itself is neat and orderly in appearance and is
staffed by competent nurses. There is a dispensary for medication
and a number of beds are set aside for inmates who are temporarily
ill with minor ailments. It functions mostly as out-patient.

Interviews were conducted with the staff and examinations made
of the records with regard to narcotics and other medication, includ-
ing barbiturates and derivatives, especially, because of allegations
that there had been irregularities with regard to the handling of
medication and dispensing of the same to inmates in the past.

In August of 1955, during the escape of one inmate, there occurred
a small riot and disturbance which continued until the following day,
and at that time there were allegations in the press and otherwise
that an excessive amount of barbiturates and liquor had been
ordered for the hospital at the MCIF.

A survey of the hospital and medical records, as well as vouchers
in the Comptroller’s office, reveal that from 1953 through 1955,
large amounts of liquid phenobarbital were ordered, as follows: In
1953, 3 gallons were ordered, and in 1954 this climbed to 7 gallons;
and in 1955, it is revealed that 15 gallons of phenobarbital had been
ordered.

Hospital and Medical Care.
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In addition, there were 10,000 tablets of pheno in one-quarter
and in one-half grain size ordered in 1954, and in November, 1956,
1,000 of the one-half grain tablets and 10,000 of the one-quarter
grain tablets of pheno were ordered.

During the period from August 1, 1954, to September 26, 1955,
vouchers reflect that there were 58 bottles of brandy purchased for
this 13-month period. Since the latter date up to July, 1957, the
records do not show any purchases of brandy.

The annual narcotic and medication count dated June 28, 1955,
reflects that 41% fifths of brandy were used for this fiscal period,
and 45 fifths had been added, and at the end of the period there were
8 fifths left on hand.

In the fiscal period ending June 29, 1956, 13% fifths were used
and 12 were added; and at the end of the period, there were 7%
bottles left.

The fiscal report for the period ending June 10, 1957, reflects
that at the start of the period there were 7% bottles on hand and
2 ounces were used and none was added, leaving on hand at the end
of the period 7| bottles.

With regard to the phenobarbital, there does not appear to be a
clear inventory kept, although the nurses on duty think that an
effort is made to keep track of the tablets. At the time of the survey,
it was ascertained that there were 7% gallons of phenobarbital on
hand as of November, 1957, which had been there for at least a year.

Investigators were advised that with regard to distribution of
phenobarbital over the past few years, there had been large quanti-
ties of it dispensed in the past, but since the riot in 1955 there was
only about one-half gallon used.

There were definite statements received by the investigators that
medication had been dispensed freely, and the inmates had reached
the demanding stage through the year 1955; but because of publicity
that then occurred, the amount dispensed had decreased materially
since that time.

The procedure in effect at the time of this survey was as follows:
If any medication was desired, it had to be prescribed by the resident
physician, except in cases of headache or colds where aspirin or cold
tablets might be necessary. An entry is made in the daily call book
as to the identity of the patient and the medication administered.
In addition, the resident physician has maintained a record in which
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his secretary writes down all prescriptions, and later, the nurses
transcribe this information to the individual patient cards for filing,
His original prescriptions have been verbal.

There are records with regard to inmates who have been com-
mitted for drug addiction and who have received medication such
as demarol, seconol and phenobarbital. It is realized, of course,
that any particular prescription by a doctor must be necessarily
based on his knowledge of the particular case. However, it is felt
that one particular instance should be reported, and that
inmate “DC” who was confined for drug addiction and was a
former inmate and had been at one time a member of the staff.
The record reflects that she had been sent for an outside examination
by a doctor with regard to her physical condition in 1955, and the
entry of March 3, 1955, reflects that as a result of this examination,
the doctor advised that “Patient to have absolutely no medication.”
The doctor found nothing physically wrong and explained this to
the patient “who understands the situation.” It is further stated
in the record “No officer or deputy is to insist that any nurse call
the doctor for any order for medication as she will be given no
further medication —no Empirin-phenobarb-lact-pepsin or any
medication.” The entry four days later states “Empirin occasion-
ally.” And subsequently, there were numerous other entries on the
card showing she received demarol, thorazine, kolpec, paregoric and
seconol. In response to the inquiry as to the source of the authority
to give her any medication, we were told that it was the resident
physician, “otherwise, it would not be dispensed.”

To sum up the observations with regard to the dispensing of
medication, it appears that one of the objectives was “to keep these
girls quiet.”

In September of 1955, the investigation by the district attorney
of Middlesex County of the “riot” at MCIF on August 17 and 18,
1955, reflected that the aggressors in that riot were given seconol
right after the assaults that badly injured Deputy Rita Keefe and
an inmate.

The nurses interviewed then said that phenaphen and pheno-
barbital were dispensed to the inmates excessively.

Dr. James O’Leary, the resident physician, said he was able to
account for only six inmates receiving phenobarbital, and said only
about two or three gallons would be required yearly according to
the records.
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It was pointed out then to Dr. O’Leary that from July, 1954, to
June, 1955, 17 gallons of phenobarbetal had been ordered and re-
ceived at the hospital and only 2U) gallons were then on hand (as of
September, 1955), indicating that in the period of about one year
over 14 gallons of phenobarbital had “either been used, lost or
stolen.”

Dr. O’Leary stated, “This is an amazing amount,” since his
records showed that- only a few girls were receiving this medicine.

lnmate “DC”, mentioned previously, returned to MCIF on
July 31, 1957, as a voluntary commitment, and during the two-
week stay was given equanil, seconol, thorazine and noctec.

During the examination of the records and interviews, an at-
tempt was made to ascertain the amount of outside hospital and
medical care which was given to inmates, since this was one of the
items in which the Committee was interested from the standpoint
of how much of this practice had developed of sending inmates
outside of the institution and to hospitals overnight without super-
vision of correctional officers. Particular reference was made to
Framingham Union Hospital. An attempt was made to obtain
the records at that hospital referring to patients from the MCIF.
However, the hospital felt that it was not possible to turn over those
records without actual court order or consent of the individual
patient, although the hospital did state that it had a desire to co-
operate as fully as possible. The resident physician, Dr. James
O’Leary, did voluntarily offer to co-operate in obtaining whatever
records were in existence, and his offer was accepted and he had
prepared records from the institutional files and his own office with
regard to medical and hospital care given to inmates of MCIF for
the past two years.

In summary, it may be stated that most of the medical treatment
for the inmates has been done by outside doctors at their offices,
and hospital treatment has been also on the outside, primarily
.at the Framingham Union Hospital. All maternity cases are
bandied at the Framingham Union Hospital in addition to any
other surgery required. There is a visiting dentist who also takes
care of inmate patients at his own office.

The summary reflects that approximately seventeen outside
doctors have been utilized for treatment covering general medical,
foot care, dental care, eye care and psychiatric examinations. Most
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of the psychiatric interviews are set up for inside the institution
itself.

A, further breakdown reflects that there were four outside hos-
pitals utilized.

With regard to the financial expenditures, the chart reflects the
following for a period of approximately sixteen months up to date:

Outside doctors $15,409 20
Outside hospitals 11,615 70
Glasses and dentures 2,757 91

Total $29,782 81

With regard to the outside doctors, of the total amount paid to
them, only $l,BOO was paid for psychiatric treatment. Of the total
amount paid to outside hospitals, $10,581 was paid to Framingham
Union Hospital and $6O was paid to Harvard Medical School for
psychiatric examination.

The cost of dental care and dentures for the period of the sixteen
months was $5,012.71; and for eye care and glasses, $3,282.20. In
this regard, the annual reports show that in 1955, 180pairs of glasses
were prescribed; in 1956, 149 pairs of glasses; and in 1957 up to
November there were 105 pairs of glasses prescribed. During these
three years the average inmate personnel was about 200.

In response to further requests of the Committee, the records
were examined with regard to other medical care, such as the re-
moval of moles, tattoos, warts, etc., and it appears that such a
practice of removal of the same has been in effect for a number of
years, and is done outside of the institution. Inmates are also sent
out for fittings for shoes other than orthopedic, and also for corset
fittings.

One of the women who is serving a life sentence was admitted to
the Framingham Union Hospital on May 10, 1956, for a tonsillec-
tomy, and stayed overnight without any supervision of a correc-
tional officer while she remained at the hospital.

Another inmate who is serving a life sentence was sent out of the
institution on six occasions from March, 1956, to July, 1957, for
the following treatments:

(a) Removal of mole.
(6) Dental work.
(c) Nose examination and surgery.
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The third long termer serving time for manslaughter was the re-
cipient of outside medical care in April and June of 1957 for an eye
examination and removal of a mole, respectively.

One of the other inmates serving a long term for manslaughter
was also the recipient of outside medical care in April, 1956, for a
chest survey.

The resident physician estimated that there were probably be-
tween 75 to 100 inmates admitted to Framingham Union Hospital

£1 every year, which wou'd include the maternity cases.
With regard to whether or not the laboratory and medical and

general care costs at MCIF could be considered as excessive or ex-
orbitant, charts were prepared comparing the same cost entries
under this heading in the Auditor’s reports for the fiscal years 1950
to 1956 and covering the institutions - at Concord, Walpole and Nor-
folk as well as the girls’ school at Lancaster and the Medfield State
Hospital and the Wrentham State School.

For the latest fiscal year of 1956 at Walpole, with 462 inmates,
the expenditure was $15,780.05; and at Norfolk, with 739 inmates,
the cost rvas $26,204.61.

Since MCIF is an institution for women, a comparison was made
with the Youth Service Board School for Girls at Lancaster, and its
population of 135 for this fiscal year shows the expenditure in this
category was $5,885.81. During the same fiscal year at MCIF, with
population of 217, the expenditure was $21,402.94. At the Wren-
tham State School for the feebleminded, the patients during the
fiscal year of 1956 totalled 2,050, and the expenditure in this cate-
gory was $32,610.74.

These charts in their entirety are available for a complete exami-
nation by the Committee. However, before concluding, it may be
added that in fiscal years past, such as 1953 and 1954, with nine
times the population in actual patients, the expenditures in this
category were less at Wrentham than at MCIF.

Alcoholic Program.
The “alcoholics,” especially since the passage of the 1956 law

and the creation of the Commission on Alcoholism, are now housed
in the North wing at MCIF in accordance with the law; and during
the survey and interviews, the general information gathered was
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that they are tractable and are the source of the least trouble at the
institution.

However, it should be noted that the 1956 law provides for a
clinic either full or part time at MCIF for the women alcoholics
confined there; but other than the attention which may be given
by the resident physician and visits by groups from Alcoholics
Anonymous, there is no evidence of any full or part-time clinic.

It is further noted that the present laws provide that when an
“alcoholic” is discharged she should be referred to the Department
of Mental Health for further treatment at an alcoholic clinic in or
near her community. This may be in the process of being worked
out, but there was no standard procedure in effect.

Drug Addiction. There is no clinical approach looking toward
recovery from this illness and the subsequent rehabilitation on
parole, and after, with regard to drug addicts. Some of these while
at the institution have been given barbiturates or derivatives on
occasion through the institution hospital; and, as pointed out, on
one occasion where an inmate was barred by written order of a
physician to have any medication, it appears that, beginning four
days later, she was given exactly what was forbidden, and this
was continued for a matter of months.

The program now being followed in the State of California with
regard to helping in the rehabilitation of drug addicts, especially
while they are on parole, might be of definite value with regard to
this type of addiction.

Briefly, it appears that a particular drug known as N-alline has
been successfully utilized in order to supervise drug addicts on
parole through definitely ascertaining whether or not they have re-
verted to the use of narcotics, and in arresting the addiction.

There has been obtained from the Department of Correction a
list of the number of escapes from MCIF by the counsel to the
Committee, and in this connection it should be realized, of course,
that under the desirable minimum security program the possibility
of escape is increased; but nevertheless, on the whole, such a mini-
mum security program has been beneficial in the rehabilitation of a
great number of inmates over the years. However, it might be

Escapes from MCIF Policy for Handling.
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desirable to review the policies at this time which have been fol-
lowed by the Department of Correction through the MCIF on the
matter of escapes.

For one thing, the Legislature and Department of Correctior
have been very understanding and lenient with regard to the mat-
ter of handling the escape problem from the viewpoint of rehabili-
tation. To substantiate this, it is noted that in the male institu-
tions, the penalty for escape is two years “on and after,” and it
is considered a felony; but the Legislature has reduced it to
misdemeanor, with the same penalty, in the case of an escapee
from Framingham.

On the first escape from the institution, the escapee received a
suspended sentence to the date of parole; and if there was no fur-
ther escape or trouble, she was released on her scheduled parole
date. If there should be a second escape during her term, she then
received the two-year actual sentence “on and after.” However
it appears from the cases, the policy was to parole her at her earliest
date which thus eliminated the first escape sentence and permitted
the inmate to begin serving her minimum time on the second es
cape sentence of twr o years during her parole time for the original
offence.

It should also be noted that from the records and interview
there didnot appear to be any settled program of segregation and/or
isolation after being returned from escapes. One girl had escaped
five times according to her record and was enjoying most privileges
except day work while the survey was being conducted, until she
was finally transferred to a house of correction because of he
unmanageability at MCII

Department of Correction records show that since 1947 there
have been 217 escapes. In 1953 there were 21; in 1954 there were
37; in 1955 there were 35; in 1956 there were 16; and in 1957
there were 27.

Industries.
The industries consist of the following at the institution buildir
Sewing Room. There are 60 machines in this room, but 38 of

them are half stripped and useless, leaving only 22 usable to any
extent. These machines are obsolete, and it'may be noted are of
no practical value to an inmate in getting employment or
outside.
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All of these machines should be removed and about twenty-five
modem sewing machines purchased of the “single needle” type
and six of the advanced type actually in use in factories so the in-
mates will be trained for definite employment opportunities.

Knitting Room. This room was locked up and had been out of
use for five months. The reason given was that the only employee
trained to service the machines had been on sick leave.

This knitting room serves no presently practical purpose and
should be transferred to MCI. Concord.

Flag Room. This is the best of the industries, but needs equip-
ment. The functioning has proved valuable in two ways:

(a) It definitely has been of therapeutic value to the inmates,
and

(6) It has been profitable.
Equipment needed is as follows:

Six “single needle” machines.
Four “double needle” machine:
Six new “zig-zag” machines.

These machines Avill pay for themselves not only in therapeutic
terms but also from an efficiency standpoint, as they would release
about eight girls for use in other industries.

The poultry section has become highly unprofitable and of not
much actual therapeutic value. It should also be transferred to
MCI, Bridgewater or Concord.

Staff Home.
The staff may live in the quarters set aside for this purpose. It is

located across from the main institution building. The “survey”
rates for rent to be paid by the members of the staff who do live
there are set by the Commissioner of Administration and Finance,
who also sets the rates for rental of the other houses on the grounds.
Those who do rent the houses or quarters sign a form authorizing
the treasurer to deduct from their salaries the rental payments
weekly. The rental of the superintendent’s house is $96 a month.
The other houses on the grounds are known as the Art Center,
single, Nos. 1, 2, 7, and duplex, Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, which are located on
Irving Street, Leland Street, Western Avenue and Prospect Street.

At the staff home a single room without bath is $10.90 a month;
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with bath and two rooms, $lB.BO a month; and two rooms without
bath, $17.80 a month, all on the first floor.

The quarters are well kept and the student-inmates are assigned
to the cleaning work.

At the discretion of the Superintendent, certain persons may be
allowed a room free with board where that person either is a volun-
teer worker, teacher or equivalent. This was done in three cases,
and therefore at present , “ND ” occupies two rooms at the staff home
and pays for one. She is an elderly woman and works at the insti-
tution. Secondly, “M. McL,” a former inmate, occupies a single
room without bath on the second floor without charge. It is under-
stood that she has been recommended for a staff position by the
Superintendent, Dr. Van Waters.

The third instance of this nature is that a “Ruth W.,” interne,
during 1950, left and returned to the MCIF prior to 1955, and for
the last few years this room on the first floor has had her name on
the door and has been kept locked even though she has only resided
there during approximately June to October. She has the key to
the room.

Day Work.
At present the policy in effect whereby an inmate becomes eligible

for day work outside AICTF proper operates as follows;

1. Alcoholics are eligible at three month
2. All others are eligible after six months, except those serving

life sentences.
3. Lifers are not eligible.
These waiting periods can be waived at the discretion, and under

authority, of the Commissioner, upon request of the Superintendent.
A conference of the staff makes the decision as to a particular

inmate being allowed day work, and, as of the date of this survey,
December, 1957, there were thirty girls eligible for day work, and
most of them were working one day a week either as domestics on
housework or in nursing homes. There was only one girl working
at factory work in Framingham. The latter is one of the mothers
living with her child at Wilson Cottage. She was working five days
a week.

The inmates on day wmrk who do housework are paid 60 cents an
hour, while those working at rest homes or nursing homes get 75
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cents an hour. At the factory the girls are paid the factory wage
according to information furnished by the officer in charge of place-
ment, Mrs. Whelan, who is assisted by Mrs. Elizabeth Doran.

There have actually been some girls return from day work under
the influence of liquor, but the percentage is reported as small. In
one case, in June of 1957, “T. O’B ” returned from day work
“drunk” and was put in the annex basement and returned to day
work. She came in again from day work after drinking and on
June 21, 1957, the acting superintendent, Margaret O’Keefe, sent
a note to the deputies stating, “I am taking complete responsibility
for ‘T. O’B.’ and her conduct. I request no other deputy have
contact with her.”

While the investigation was in progress, “DH” returned from day
work intoxicated, and it appears she had been left alone in. the house
where working and had consumed over half of a fifth of gin. The
woman for whom she had been working later alleged that when she
was transporting “DH” from MCIF in the morning she thought the
girl acted as though she might have been under the influence of
drugs. The inmate was placed in segregation. The record shows
that the inmate was not searched on return, but we were advised
that since this occurrence, searches are conducted of those returning
from day work. This incident of not searching in this case, even
though other staff officers claim it has always been done, is typical
of the lack of clear-cut rules and regulations.

There is no stipulated amount that an inmate may be limited to
earning. Some have been allowed to accumulate up to $942;
others as little as $25.

on day work, “NM,” is serving
laughter and was reported as vio-

One of the girl inmates lister
twelve to eighteen years for mar

ssignment to day work is a fine
1 step in recovery and rehabilita-

lating the day work rules. The
thing, but is not applied as a logi

) preceding parole reletion. It is best appliec

A great majority of those interviewed did state that both the
staff morale and the inmate morale and discipline at MCIF has, in
tire past four to five years particularly, deteriorated, and they con-
sider it to be at a very low ebb at the present time. This has been

Discipline and Moral
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traced to uncertainty on the part of the correctional staff as to their
authority and disciplinary field as evidenced by cases which they
cited where disciplinary action was taken by them and overruled
through application by inmates directly to the Superintendent and
Acting Superintendent.

The most glaring instance occurred in September of this year
when one of the deputies found it necessary to place one of the in-
mates in isolation in the annex section for a period of time. In the
course of exercising her disciplinary authority, the deputy was
injured by the inmate, who hit her with an aluminum pitcher, result-
ing in loss of work for almost a month on the part of the deputy.
Immediately subsequent to placing the girl in isolation, a delegation
of approximately twelve of the inmates forced their way out of the
institution proper into the quarters of the Superintendent; and based
on their false representations and demands, the inmate was released
from isolation in less than one hour, and this was done without con-
sultation with the deputy who had exercised the discipline. Pre-
viously, one of the other depu ties had been requested to release the
prisoner and had refused due to the circumstances of the assault and
because of previous incidents of trouble with this same inmate.
Eventually, in less than an hour, the inmate was returned to her
quarters and again enjoyed the benefits of the open-door policy.

This typifies the other instances reported having the basic com-
plaint that staff officers were uncertain as to what disciplinary action
could be taken on a given occasion because of previous overriding
of such discipline by the Superintendent and Acting Superintendent.
This has been particularly true, according to the statements received,
over the past two to two and a half years, and part of it was due to
the fact that the Superintendent was supposed to be on sick leave
and the deputy Superintendent was Acting Superintendent; and
although the deputy Superintendent was Acting Superintendent,
there appears to have been a situation where the inmates took
advantage of the unsettled situation by going over the head of
deputies to the Acting Superintendent, and also in some cases going
to the Superintendent who was actually on sick leave. In other
words, the small percentage of troublemakers persisted in trying to
take advantage of the “permissive” policy of the Superintendent.

These observations are based on the statements received from
personnel interviewed, and are in no way the opinion of the authors
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of the report. The statements were received from individuals who
appear to be substantial, hard-working employees and who give the
appearance of being sincere and conscientious. They have stated
that it is not their desire to cause trouble for any one, but that they
do feel that the time has come for some definite, logical action to be
taken so that the good work which is being done for the majority
of the inmates shall not be continually interfered with by the small
percentage of troublemakers for whom there is no maximum se-
curity program in operation.

The failure to handle the small percentage of approximately 15
per cent by segregation and isolation has permitted a grave inter-
ference with the rehabilitation which might have been otherwise
effected with the co-operative majority of the inmates. This situ-
ation has reached now what is considered very serious proportions,
and has resulted in open violations of the law.

Alleged Prostitution on Grounds of MCIF.
On the night of August 22, 1956, about 10.15 p.m., Leo Flanagan

was the guard on duty patrolling the grounds of the institution in
the station wagon. He noticed a car parked on the dirt road, which
is on the Reformatory property, with the lights on. Fie watched
to see if it belonged to one of the staff who lived near by; but
after a moment, the car drove off in the direction of Framingham

and the guard noticed a man driving.
The guard chased the car and pulled it over in Framingham.

When the guard walked back to ask questions, the man (who
deliberately tried to run downurned out to be a voung stride

guard and drove off. The registration number was turned over
to F rammgham pi

The following morning the guard went to the Framingham police
voung student. The latter recognizedn

id apologized for trying to run him down.
le student stated to the chief of police the he and another

young man had been having “dates” with two girls in the house on
the Reformatory grounds near where he was parked (lat

id as the house occupied by female reformatory officer Juanita
Luckett and rented from the State, as it was part of the Reforma-
Tory proper). The student told the chief, “Of course you know
they run a house of prostitution up there.”
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The Chief was told by the guard that of the two girls “one of
them is an officer in the Reformatory and the other is a girl paroled
to her.”

When the case was tried in Framingham District Court, th
tudent was charged with speeding only and fined $5.
At 9.30 a.m. on August 25, 1956, the chief of police notified the

officials at MCIF, and the report of his call shows that he told of
the incident and the parolee involved and stated “she is doing a
little business” and something should be done immediately as it
was “a very bad situation and should be taken care of at once.”

The head social worker referred the parolee matter to the De-
partment of Correction, and there is a record of conversations be-
tween the parole agent and Chief McCarthy of Framingham show-
ing again that the student had told the chief that he and friends
had been entertained several times by the parolee.

The facts were brought to the personal attention of the Super-
intendent and the Deputy Superintendent by the guard and also by
the social service staff, but there is no record of any action being
taken concerning the activities of the reformatory officer. The
alleged violation of the law was not referred to the district attorney

risdietion. Juanita Luckett re-or the State Police who have ji
mained in the house.

The only action taken was that
of the parole of the parolee involv

of consideration as to revocation
?d, and that was not done. (The

file shows that the parolee gave birth to a child on April 12, 1957,
“father unknown”.)

On the night of October 20, 1956, two inmates escaped, and an
inquiry resulted in a letter to this same female reformatory officer,
as follows:

My Dear Mrs. Luckett; This is to inform you that you are required to
vacate the premises you are now living in within the yard enclosure of the in-
stitution.

The escape of “IA” and “DH” October 20th, 1956, suggests strongly that out-
side help was obtained.

The presence of cars in any part of the grounds other than the official entrance
and the parking station is a hazard. Also the premises you now occupy are
needed for another purpose. Therefore I instruct you to vacate the premises on
or before November Bth, 1956.

Sincerely yours,

Miriam Van Watet
Principal OJJicer.
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There is no record of any disciplinary action taken by the Super-
intendent’s office on these activities of this employee.

This same female reformatory officer has been named as bringing
contraband in to the inmates.

Since the conclusion of this investigation she was found guilty
of a morals offence against a juvenile escapee from Lancaster (Youth
Board Institution for Girls).

She was dismissed by the Department of Correction.

General Comments.
With regard to the interviews had with the inmates, the great

majority definitely stated that there was an uncertainty existing
with regard to authority and discipline and regulations at the in-
ititution, and specifically stated that this discipline varied from

officer to officer ; that there was favoritism towards certain inmates
by certain officers the privilege of being invited to dinner at the
officers’ quarters in the staff home, and also the fact that some
inmates were permitted to cook in their rooms and to have unsuper-
vised visitors in their rooms, and also to take unsupervised walks
all of which, in their opinion, was not based on any system of in-
centive or logic.

It was stated that there was a small percentage of troublesome
inmates who did not appear to suffer as the result of their trouble-
making, and thereby they interfered with the percentage of the
inmate population who otherwise could take advantage of the at-
mosphere and advantages looking toward rehabilitation.

With regard to certain inmates having access to keys, this was
found to be true. The specific cases were those inmates who wer
instructed to conduct tours and those who were assigned to such
activities as Harmony News and the Educational Division. These
keys, however, were to doors within the institution itself and they
were given to the inmates as part of the policy of the superintendent.
We found no instances where inmates asked for keys or did any-
thing other than accept the situation and utilized the keys. In one
instance an inmate opened an inside door for a correctional officer
who did not have a set of keys at that particular moment. The
reason that the correctional officer did not have keys apparently
was that all of the keys were out on issue as of that time, some to
inmates.
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As a matter of practical fact, the screen door between the main
institution and the reception office was open practically all of th
time that the officers were making their survey, and certain inmates
were observed to walk through into the outer office.

It is specifically observed that one inmate serving a life term who
was referred to as having keys did in fact have such keys, and ad-
mitted that she did have them for the purpose of conducting tours
which wa& a function that was assigned to her by the staff decision,
and which she stated she did not particularly enjoy.

As a matter of fact, interviews with those •who had conducted
tours brought out the reaction that they were not particularly happy
about it as they felt that the tour program was too extensive and
probably should be limited as far as actual observation of inmate
in their rooms and in the cottages. The inmates have the feelin
that they are guinea pigs.

At no time, however, did this particular inmate have any outside
keys according to all the information developed. Further, it is a
fact that she, along with the other long termers, was permitted to
have unsupervised visits and walks, as were some other selected
inmates, but there was no evidence developed that either this in-
mate or any other actually drove off the institution grounds at any
time, although they have been driven frequently by visitors along
the public road from the main building to the picnic grounds in the
rear of Wilson Cottage, unsupervised.

A great deal of comment was received from most of those inte
viewed that the lax supervision of visitors lends itself to the passage
of contraband, and because of actual instances observed after visit
ing hours where late parties were held in the inmates’ rooms with
allegations of narcotics and liquor in the inmates’ possession, it
was recommended for consideration that some system of closer
supervision of visitors, without interfering with its benefits, is
necessary. It would seem, however, that the practice of allowing
visitors to enter the institution proper and allowing visiting in th
room of the inmate on an unsupervised basis is subject to close
scrutiny in view of the conditions that have arisen, and because the
reaction on the part of less favored inmates has been one of resent-
ment and a feeling that favoritism has been dispensed without a
logical reason (such as the inmate receiving the privilege having
been a model prisoner). Most important, this is not allowed in
other women’s reformatories visited by the Committee
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Further general observation while at the institution reflects that
inmates have hot plates in their rooms for cooking, although this
is not supposed to be strictly according to rules, and various pets,
such as dogs, cats and birds are permitted to the inmates.

One of the inmates was observed eating in the staff dining room,
and one of the most disturbing things which occurred was the repe-
tition of rumors regarding the personal lives of many of these mem-
bers of the staff by the inmate population. This has resulted from
too much fraternization between the officers and employees of the
institution with the inmates; and in more than one case, inmates
have referred to other inmates as “ego boosters,” meaning that the
inmates are aware of the fact that certain staff members invite
favoring by bestowing gifts on inmates and fraternizing with them.

The result of the above is an undermining of the authority and
respect for those deputies and other members of the staff, who are
in the majority, who attempt to enforce realistic discipline at the
institution.

Homosexuality.

With regard to homosexual incidents or tendencies, it is not ramp-
ant. The exact extent may be evaluated as being more than might
be expected at an institution of this type, but the real factor to be
considered here is not the extent but the fact that it appears to have
been overlooked to the point of being almost ignored from the stand-
point of definite action being taken with regard to separation, segre-
gation and even of continuous psychiatric treatment. No follow-up
program was instituted to control this situation, even though there
have been mock marriages; there have been unnatural acts wit-
nessed and reported by members of the staff, and there have been
numerous indications of parolees carrying this type of activity out-
side the institution in association with others who had never partici-
pated in such actions before.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Eight.

An Act relative to the care and custody of chlidren born

TO INMATES OF THE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION at FRAMINGHAM.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

PROPOSED LEGISLATION.

Appendix A.

Cfic CommontuealtJ) of Q^assacfmsctto

1 Section 1. Section 23 of chapter 119 of the General Laws,
2 as appearing in section 1 of chapter 646 of the acts of 1954, is
3 hereby amended by adding at the end the following paragraph:
4 E. Any child whose mother is committed to the Massachu-
-5 setts correctional institution, Framingham, who is born while the
6 mother is an inmate of said institution shall, upon order of the
7 court committing said mother to said institution, be received
8 by the department, and said department shall make such pro-
-9 \ision as seems for the best interests of such child within the

10 provisions of this chapter; provided, however, if such child is
11 born while the mother is an inmate of said institution it shall be
12 accepted by said department and removed from said institution
13 within ninety days and cared for by the department as herein
14 provided.

1 Section 2. Any child who, on the effective date of this act,
2 is living at the Massachusetts Correctional Institution, Framing-
-3 ham, with its mother who was committed to said institution by a
4 court order, shall be received by the department of public welfare
5 as provided in paragraph E of section twenty-three of chapter
6 one hundred and nineteen of the General Laws, as appearing in
7 section one of this act, as soon as may be, but within at least
8 ninety days after said effective date.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Eight.

An Act providing that certain positions at the Massachusetts
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION, FRAMINGHAM, SHALL NOT BE SUB-

JECT TO THE CIVIL SERVICE LAWS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as folloivs:

1 Section 4of chapter 31 of the General Laws is hereby amended
2 by striking out the next to the last paragraph, added by section 1
3 of chapter 438 of the acts of 1956.

Appendix B.

Cfcc Commontoealtl) of
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Eight.

An Act relative to the retirement op certain employees of
THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
i>

1 Chapter 32 of the General Laws is hereby amended by insert-
-2 ing after section 46 the following section:
3 Section J+6A. Any employee of the department of correction
4 who has for not less than twenty years been charged with the
5 care and custody of prisoners or of criminally insane persons or
6 of defective delinquents and has rendered faithful service during
7 such time, shall, upon application, be retired, and shall receive
8 a minimum retirement allowance equal to two thirds of his
9 salary at the time of retirement. Nothing in this section shall

10 impair the provisions of law relative to pensions for veterans.

Appendix C

Clie Commontoealtl) of epas^aclnisetts
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Eight.

Ordered, That the joint special committee established (under the
provisions of an order adopted in concurrence by the House of
Representatives on March 6 and by the Senate on March 12, 1957,
and most recently continued by an Order adopted in concurrence
by the Senate and House of Representatives on January 28, 1958)
to study the reorganization of the correctional system and certain
other matters, is hereby revived and continued for the purpose of
completing its study and investigation. Said committee shall be
furnished with quarters in the state house or elsewhere, may hold
public hearings, may travel within and without the commonwealth,
shall have the power to summons witnesses and to require the pro-
duction of books, records and papers as it deems necessary. Said
committee may expend for legal, clerical and other services the
balance available in item 0110-60 of section two of chapter seven
hundred and seventy-one of the' acts of nineteen hundred and fifty-
seven; and such sums as may be appropriated therefor. Said com-
mittee may sit during the recess of the general court and may report
thereto from time to time the results of its investigation and study
and its recommendations, if any, with drafts of legislation necessary
to carry said recommendations into effect, and shall file its final re-
port with the clerk of the house of representatives not later than
the last Tuesday of December in the current year.

Appendix D.

Clie Commontocaltl) of sgassadnisetts


